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THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS HANDBOOK DOES NOT
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INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY.
INTRODUCTION
The intent of this handbook is to provide a brief summary of many labor regulations which relate
farm labor. Both state and federal regulations are covered. Through the use of this handbook,
mployers and employees should be able to find answers to most questions regarding farm labor. If thiS
• not the case, the addresses and phone numbers ofthe responsible agencies are included. They should
e contacted for more details.
his is not an offiCial inte retation of an re ulation or law.
i e infonnation does not have weight of law, and the user must assume responsibility for any action
~ken on the basis of this information.
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IMMIGRATION REFORM AND CONTROL ACT OF 1986
The Immigration Refonn and Control Act was
signed into law on November 6. 1986. This Act
makes it illegal to hire an unauthorized alien to
work in this countty. It also requires that employ-
ers establish an employment verification system
and maintain the system as prescribed by law.
Who must comply:
All persons or businesses who have an em-
ployee or employees must comply with the law.
The Act has a "grandfather clause" which states
that persons employed before November 6. 1986
are not subject to this Act. However. an employee
who is on the payroll prior to November 6 and
quits is subject to the Act upon reemployment.
Documentation Process:
Upon hiring. everybody must show the em-
ployer proof of identity and employment authori-
zation within 72 hours of employment. Ifemploy-
ment is less than 72 hours. then the verification
must be established by the end of the first day.
Verification of the presentation of acceptable
documents is attested to by completing an 1-9
fonn. A copy of an 1-9 form is on page 2a. This
forin lists acceptable documents which employ-
ees may submit to show they have the legal right
to work in this countty. The employer must com-
plete and sign the 1-9 fonn. The employee must
also sign the form.
This form is to be retained for 3 years after
the date of employment or 1 year after employ-
ment is terminated. whichever is the longer
period of time.
Copies of documentation can lawfully be made
and these copies may be retained and maintained
with the 1-9 form.
All Employers are Subject To:
1) Agents of the Immigration and Naturalization
Service or the Department ofLabor are allowed
under this law to arrive unannounced and ask
to examine 1-9 forms. Unless a subpoena is
issued. employers are given 3 days notice.
2) Record maintenance violators may be assessed
fines ofbetween $100 and $1.000 per employee
whose I-9 form is not complete. retained or pre-
sented.
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3) For hiring or continuing to hire unauthorized
employees fines are:
First violation $250 to $2,000 per employee
Second violation $2,000 to $5.000 per employee
Subsequent $3,000 to $10,000 per employee
4) Those found engaging in a continuing practice
ofhiring unauthorized employees may be fined
$3.000 per employee and/or imprisoned for 6
months.
5) Those found engaging in fraud or false state-
ments about visas. permits and identification
documents may be imprisoned up to 5 years
and fined.
IRCA's anti-discrimination provision prohib-
its discrimination in hiring. firing and recruit-
ment and referral of workers for a fee. It protects
all individuals other than unauthorized aliens
from discrimination on the basis ofnational origin
or citizenship status.
For 1-9 purposes. any document authorized
as acceptable by INS can be presented by a worker.
Employers may request specific documents from
an employee. such as social security cards for
reporting wages to government agencies. but cannot
require specific documents for 1-9 completion.
A policy of hiring U.S. citizens only is prohib-
~ unless reqUired by law. More informaton may
be obtained from the office of special counsel:
1-800-255-7688.
The Texas Employment Commission (TEC)
can help you comply with IRCA TEC issues a
certificate of employment. which is approved and
accepted by the INS in lieu of the 1-9 form, for
those employees hired through TEC. In issuing
the certificate. TEC assumes all liability for em-
ployment eli2ibility ofhired workers. Contactyour
nearest TEC office for additional information,
Responsible agencies:
Immigration and Naturalization Service
Department of Labor
Texas Employment Commission
EMPLOYMENT ELIGIBILITY VERIFICATION (Form 1-9)
OJ 4EMPLOYEE INFORMATION AND VERIFICATION: (T.o be completed and signed by employee.)
-
Name: (Print or Type) Last First Middle Birth Name
Address: Street Name and Number City State ZIP Code
Date of Birth (Mo'1th/Day/Year)
I
Social Security Number
I attest, under penalty of perjury, that I am (check a box):
0 I. A citizen or national of the United State~.
o 2. An alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence (Alien Number A ) .
o 3. An alien authorized by the Immigration nnd Naturalization Service to work in the United States (Alien Number A
or Admission Number expiration of employment authorization, if any ) .
I attest, under enalt of erjur , the documents that I ha ve resented as evidence of identit and em 10 mmt eli ibilit are enuine and relate to me. I am Ip yp y p y py g y g
federal law provides for imprisonment and/or fme for any false statements or use of false documents in connection with this certificate.
Signature Date (Month/ DaYI Year)
PREPARER/TRANSLATOR CERTIFICATION (To be completed if prepared by person other th..n the employee). I attest. under penalty III
perjury. that the above was prepared by me III the rel.lUe~1 of the named individual and is bllSed on all information of whieh I have IIny knowlcd(le.
Signature
I
Name (Print or Type)
Address (Street Name and Number) City State Zip Code
~ EMPLOYER REVIEW AND VERIFICATION: (To be completed and signed by employer.)
Instructions:
Examine one document from List A and check the appropriate box, OR examine one document from List Band one from List C and check the appropri
Provide the Document Identification Number and Expiration Date for the document checked.
List C
Documents that Establish
Employment Eligibility
Expiration Date (if any)
o 3. l.Jnexpired INS Employment Aut
Specify form
#_------------:1
Document Identification
o I. Original Social Security Number
than a card stating it is not
employment)
o 2. A birth certificate issued by State.
municipal authority bearing a sea
certification
"---------'----'------..,
and
List B
Documents that Establish
Identitx
o I. A State-issued driver's license or a State-
issued I. D. card with a photograph, or
information, including name. sex, date of
birth. height, weight. and color of eyes.
(Specify State) _
o 2. U.S. Military Card
o 3. Other (Specify document and issuing
authority)
Document Identification
Expiration Date (if any)
#_-'----------------
List A
Documents that Establish
Identity and Employment Eligibility
o I. lJllIted States Passport
o 2. Certificate of United States Citizenship
o J. Certificate of Naturalization
o 4. Unexpired foreign passport with
attached Employment Authorization
CERTIFICATION: I attest, under penalty of perjury, that I have namined the documents presented by the above individual, that they appear to be gen i
relate to the individual named, and that the individual, to the best or my knowledge, is eligible to work in the United States.
o 5. Alien Registration Card with photograph
Document Identification
11 . _
Expiration Date (if any)
Signature I Name (Print or Type) Title
Employer Name Address Date
Form 1-9 (05107/87)
OMR No 1//5-0136
U.S. Department of Justice I
Immigralion and Naluralizalio
MIGRANT AND SEASONAL AGRICULTURAL PROTECTION ACT - FEDERAL
(Replaces the Farm Labor Contractor Registration Act)
Who must comply:
Any person engaged in any fann labor con-
tracting activity must comply. Definitions make it
clear that growers, processors and associations
are not fann labor contractors and are no longer
required to register as such. Only fann labor
contractors and their employers are required to
register. However, agricultural employers and as-
sociations are subject to the Act and must comply
with all worker protections to migrant or seasonal
workers whom they employ.
Exceptions:
1) Persons who engage in fann labor contracting
on behalfofa fann, processing establishment,
seedconditioningfacility, cannery, gin, pack-
ing shed or nursery which is owned or oper-
ated exclusively by this person.
2) Any person, other than a fann labor contrac-
tor, for whom the man-days exemption for
agricultural labor is applicable (see section on
Fair Labor Standards Act).
3) Any labor organization, nonprofitable chari-
table organization, or public or private non-
profit educational institution.
4) Any person who engages in any fann labor
contractor solely within a 25-mile intrastate
radius of his pennanent residence and for
not more than 13 weeks per year.
5) Any common carrier which would be consid-
ered a fann labor contractor solely because
the carner is engaged in transporting any
migrant or seasonal worker.
Any custom combine, hay harvesting or sheep
shearing operation.
7) Any custom poultry harvesting, breeding,
debeaking, desexmg or health service opera-
tion, provided the employees are not regularly
reqUired to be away from their permanent
place of residence other than during their
nonnal working hours.
B) Several situations involving persons recruit-
ing full-time students working in various agri-
cultural related activities. (See Public Law 97-
470 for specific details.)
Farm Labor Contractors must:
l) Register annually and receive a Certificate of
Registration from the U.S. Department of Labor.
Ensure that all full-time or regular employees
ofa certified labor contractor who engage in
recruiting, sol1dting, hiring, furnishing or trans-
porting workers are also registered.
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3) Carry certificate of registration at all times.
4) Ensure that no individual who is an illegal
alien be employed. Compliance is demonstra-
tion that the farm labor contractor relied in
good faith on documentation prescribed by
the Secretary of Labor and had no reason to
believe the person was an alien.
Each farm labor contractor, agricultural em-
ployer and agricultural association who recruits
migrant workers must:
1) At the time ofrecruitment, inform eachworker
in writing and in the language in which the
worker is most fluent, of the following:
a) Where he will be working.
b) Crops and operations onwhich he will be
employed.
c) Transportation, housing and other bene-
fits to be provided, ifany, and any costs
to be charged for each item.
d) Wage rates to be paid.
e) Period of employment.
£) Existence of strikes at place ofemploy-
ment.
g) Existence of any commission arrange-
ments between the farm labor contractor
and any local merchants dealing with
workers.
2) At the place of employment, post the condi-
tions ofemployment in the language in which
the worker is most fluent in a place where all
can see them. Workers must be infonned of
all changes in conditions of employment.
3) Ifhousing is provided, post the terms and con-
ditions of occupancy.
4) For each worker, make, keep and preserve
records for 3 years on the following informa-
tion:
a) Gross earnings.
b) Itemization ofthe amount and purpose of
each deduction.
c) Net earnings.
d) Number of hours worked.
e) Basis on which wages were paid.
£) If paid on a piece-work basis, the num-
ber of piece-work units earned.
5) Provide to each worker for each pay period
a written record of the items listed in number
4.
6) The language of all reqUired written docu-
ments shall be in English, or as necessary
and reasonable in some other language com-
mon to the workers.
7) Pay the wages owed when due.
8) Not require workers to purchase goods or
services solely from them.
9) Not violate, withoutjustlfication, thetenns of
the working arrangement.
10) If providing housing, ensure that the facility
or real property comply with federal and state
laws applicable to that housing.
11) Not allow the housing facilities to be occupied
unless it has been certified that they meet ap-
plicable safety and health standards and the
certificate is posted at the site. Ifa request for
inspection is made 45 days prior to the ex-
pected occupancy date and the inspection is
not conducted by this date. the facility may be
occupied.
Seasonal Workers:
Previous acts relating to agricultural workers
contained language which made it unclear as to
whether all workers in fields and processing plants
were covered. This act defines two classes of agri-
cultural workers who are covered.
• Migrant workers are those persons em-
ployed on a seasonal or other temporary basis
and who are required to be absent overnight
from their pennanent residence.
• Seasonal workers are those persons em-
ployed on a seasonal or other temporary basis
and not reqUired to be absent overnight when em-
ployed on a farm or ranch perfonning field work
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related to planting, cultivating or harvesting
operations or when employed in a canning, pack-
ing. ginning seed conditioning, or related re-
search or processing operations, and who are
transported to the place ofemployment by means
of a day-haul operation. Day-haul operation means
the transportation of workers from a pick-up
point to the place of employment and their
return to the same point.
This Act does not cover in-plant workers unless
transported by the employer through a day-haul
operation.
Additional infonnation (obtainable from the re-
sponsible agency - see below)
• Public Law 97-470 - January 14, 1983,
Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural Worker
Protection Act.
COMPUANCE AND ENFORCEMENT Is by the:
U.S. Department of Labor
Employment Standards Administration
For local offices see the telephone directory for:
U.S. Government
Labor, Department ofWage and Hour
Division
FARM LABOR CONTRACTOR REGISTRATION ACT - TEXAS
TEXAS PROVISIONS
Any person or company that seeks to obtain
common laborers for an employer for a fee must
be licensed as a labor agent by the state. Require-
ments for obtaining a license include paying li-
cense fees and posting a perfonnance bond.
Among otherconditions required to keep their
licenses, contractors must do the following:
1. Promptly payor distribute to the proper
persons all money or other valuable things
entrusted to the contractor for distribution.
2. Have available for inspection in both Spanish
and English a written statement showing the
rate of pay to the workers and the amount of
compensation received from the third party.
3. Have adequate insurance to cover injury to
workers or damage to their property in case
of an accident involving any vehicle used to
transport such workers.
4. Post the labor agent license on all vehicles
used to transport workers.
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5. At the time of payment, or at least twice a
month, give each worker a complete written
statement of wages earned and deductions
made from the worker's pay.
The Act does not apply to fanners or stock
raisers who act jointly in securing labor for their
own use where no fee is charged or collected, nor
does it apply to employers ortheirrepresentatlves
who recruit workers through the Texas Employ-
ment Commission.
Responsible agency:
The administering agency is the Department
ofLabor and Standards, Division ofEmployment
Agencies, E.O. Thompson Office Building. Austin.
Texas.
Reference - LaborAgency Law; Article 5221a-
5. RC.S.
EMPLOYMENT OF MINORS - FEDERAL
Coverage:
Persons age 18 and over are not included
under the child labor provisions of the Fair Labor
Standards Act (FLSA). With a few exceptions all
others under age 18 are covered by the child labor
provisions ofFLSA. Farm employers who are not
covered under other provisions of FLSA (mini-
mum wages, overtime) for the most part must
comply with the law ifthey employ minors under
16 years old.
16 years old is the minimum age for working in
agricultural jobs:
1) declared hazardous by the Secretary ofLabor.
and
2) dUring school hours.
14 years old is the minimum age for working in
agricultural jobs:
1) outside of school hours, and
2) nQ1 declared hazardous by the Secretary of
Labor.
Except:
• 12- and 13-year-olds may be employed
with written parental consent or on a farm
where the minor's parent or person standing in
place of the parent is also employed:
• Minors under 12 may be employed with
written parental consent on farms whose em-
ployees are exempt from federal minimum wage
provisions.
It should be noted that minors ofany age may
be employed by their parents at any time in any
occupation on a farm owned or operated by their
parent or person standing in place oftheir parent.
School hours and hours worked:
With the possible exception of minors em-
ployed by their parents on their parents' farm.
minors 14 and 15 may llQ1 be employed:
• During school hours except for those en-
rolled in certain work training programs (see Ex-
ceptions Section).
10- and ll-year-olds:
Upon application, waivers may be issued by
the Department of Labor permitting 10- and 11-
year-old minors to work in hand-harvested, short-
season crops provided the employer does not use
certain restricted pesticides and complies with
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the minimum re-entry times for specified chemi-
cals.
Hazardous occupations in agriculture:
The Secretary has found and declared that
certain occupations in agriculture are hazardous.
Aside from certain exemptions, no minor under
16 years of age may be employed at any time in
these occupations. Briefly, these hazardous occu-
pations are:
1) Operating, driving or riding on a tractor with
more than 20 PrO horsepower.
2) Operatingorassistingto operate a cornpicker,
cotton picker, grain combine, hay mower,
forage harvester, hay baler, potato digger, pea
viner. feed grinder, crop dryer, forage blower,
auger conveyor. self-unloading wagon or
trailer. power post-hole digger. power post
driver, nonwalking type rotary tiller.
3) Operating or assisting to operate a trencher or
earth moving equipment. fork lift. potato com-
bine. power driven circular. band or chain
saw.
4) Working pen. yard or stall with a bull. boar,
stud horse, sow with pigs or cow with calf.
5) Working around timber with a butt diameter
of more than 6 inches.
6) Working from a ladder or scaffold more than
20 feet high.
7) Driving a bus. truck or automobile when trans-
porting passengers.
8) Working inside a fruit. forage or grain bin or
silo under certain specified conditions.
9) Handling or applying anhydrous ammonia or
other specified chemicals. including those
that bear the legend "Poison" or "Warning" on
thelabeI.
10) Handling or using explosives.
Exemptions from hazardous occupations in ag-
riculture:
• As previously stated, minors under 16years
old working for their parents on their parents'
farms are exempt.
• Student Learners - Student learners in a
bona fide vocational agricultural program may
work in the occupations listed in items 1 through
6 of the hazardous occupations order under a
written agreement which provides that the stu-
dent-Iearner's work is incidental to training, in-
termittent, for short periods of time, and under
close supervision ofa qualified person: that safety
inst ructions are given by the school and corre-
lated with on-the-job training: and that a sche-
dule of organized and progressive work processes
has been prepared. The written agreement must
contain the name of the student-learner and be
signed by the employer and a school authority,
each ofwhom must keep copies ofthe agreement.
• 4-H Federal Extension Service Training
Program - Minors 14 and 15 years old who hold
certificates of completion of either the tractor
operation or machine operation program may
work in the occupations for which they have been
trained. Occupations for which these certificates
are valid are covered by items 1 and 2 of the
hazardous occupations order. Farmers employing
minors who have completed this program must
keep a copy ofthe certificates of completion onfile
with the minor's records.
Enrollment in this program is open to minors
who are not members of 4-H as well as 4-H
members. Information on this program is avail-
able from an Extension agent of the Texas Agri-
cultural Extension Service.
Vocational agricultural training program:
Minors 14 and 15 years old who hold certifi-
cates ofcompletion of either the tractor operation
or machine operation program ofthe U.S. Office of
Education Vocational Agriculture Training Pro-
gram may work in the occupations for which they
have been trained. Occupations for which these
certificates are valid are covered by items 1 and 2
of the hazardous occupations order. Farmers
emploYing minors who have completed this pro-
gram must keep a copy ofthe certificate ofcomple-
tion on file with the minor's records.
Information on the Vocational Agriculture
Training Program is available from vocational
agriculture teachers.
Employers must:
• Every employer, except a parent employing
his own child on his ownfarm, who employs any
minor under 16 years old, must preserve and
maintain records containing the follOWing data on
each minor employee:
1) Name in full
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2) Place where minor lives and his permanent
address
3) Date of birth
4) Evidence in writing of any reqUired parental
consent.
• Keep a minor employee's age or employ-
ment certificate on file.
• Observe wage and hour provisions of the
FLSA.
• Prohibit minors under 16 from peIforming
jobs declared as hazardous.
Minor employees must:
• PrOvide their employerwith an employment
orage certificate obtainedfrom local school
officials. Certificates issued under most State
laws are acceptable.
Additlonallnformation (obtainable from the re-
sponsible agency):
The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as
Amended, Wage and Hour (WH) Publication 1318,
February, 1980.
Regulation, Part 575, Waiver of Child Labor
Provisions for Agricultural Employment of 10
and II-Year Old Minors in Hand Harvesting of
Short-Season Crops, WH Publication 1438, Octo-
ber, 1980.
Child Labor ReqUirements in Agriculture
Under the Fair Labor Standards Act, Wage and
Hour Division, Child Labor Bulletin No. 102.
Occupations in Agriculture Particularly Haz-
ardous for the Employment ofChildren Below the
Age of 16, WH Publication 1283. (Rev. 12/72.)
Regulations: Part 579 - Child Labor Viola-
tions, Part 580 - Civil Penalties - Rules ofPractice
for Administrative Proceedings, WH Publication
1415, September, 1975.
YoungFarmWorkers and the FairLabor Stan-
dards Act, WH Publication 1338, May, 1971, A
Guide to Labor Provisions of the Fair Labor Stan-
dards Act, WH Publication 1236, 1976.
EMPLOYMENT OF MINORS -- TEXAS
Children of any age may be employed at farm
laboras members ofthe family ofa farmer, rancher
or dairyman on their own premises whether owned
or leased. Nothing in the Texas Act prevents the
working of school children 14 to 17 years of age
except that they shall not be permitted to work in
a factory, mill, workshop or other place where the
employment of children is prohibited by law.
Children 14 or 15 may not work more than 8
hours a day, more than 48 hours a week, or
between 10 p.m. and 5 a.m. on a day that is
followed by a school day, or between the hours of
midnight and 5 a.m. on a day not followed by a
school day.
Children under 17 are prohibited from work-
ing in any mine or quarry or place where explo-
sives are used.
Responsible agencies:
The agency responsible for enforcement ofthe
Federal Child Labor Laws and Federal Hazardous
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OccupationRegulations is the U.S. Department oj
Labor, Wage and Hour DMsion. Area offices frj
Texas are shown in the section on minimum wag
laws.
The state agency responsible for enforcement
of the Texas Code as it relates to prohibited job
for minors is the:
Texas Department of Labor and Standards
E.O. Thompson Building
P.O. Box 12157--Capital Station
Austin,Texas78701
Phone: (512) 475-7001
Further information regarding the 4-H Clu
and vocational agriculture certification programs
can be secured from any county Cooperative Ex-
tension office or instructor of vocational agricul-
ture.
TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT - FEDERAL
The Tax Refonn Act of 1986 extends the
Targeted Jobs Tax Credit for qualified wages
paid or incurred by employers in the employ-
ment ofindividuals within certain target groups.
Employers may utilize this tax credit if they
employ individuals who are classified as being
in one of the following targeted groups:
1. Vocational rehabilitation referrals.
2. Economically disadvantaged youths.
3. Vietnam veterans from economically disad-
vantaged familes.
4. 551 recipients.
5. General assistance recipients.
6. Economically disadvantaged ex-convicts.
7. Cooperative education students from eco-
nomically disadvantaged families.
8. Eligible work incentive employees.
9. Qualified summer youth employees.
certification:
Targeted group eligibility certifications are
made by the Texas Employment Commission
(TEC) or a school participating in a qualified
cooperative educational program. Job seekers
may apply directly to TEC or be referred by a
prospective employer. If detennined eligible. a
voucher is issued by TEC. Vouchers are good
for 45 days.
Once a worker is hired. the employer com-
pletes a section of the voucher and returns it
to TEC or the school. The TEC completes the
certification process and provides the employer
with a final certification. The certification fonn
provides the employer with all the evidence
needed to claim the tax credit. Employers claim
the tax credit by filing IRS Fonn 5884 with their
income
tax return.
To: Credit:
The tax credit is available only through Sep-
tember 1990 unless extended. The credit can be
taken for the first year of eligible employment. The
amount of credit is 40 percent of the first $6.000
in wages for each certified employee. The credit
can be taken only on employment related to a
business or trade. Domestic employees. (i.e.. maids.
yardmen. gardeners or household employees) are
not eligible for the tax credit.
In figUring business expenses for computing
income tax. the deduction for wage expenses is
reduced by the amount of the tax credit.
Limitations:
• The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit cannot be
taken on wages paid to an employee for any period
in which you are receiving federal funds for on-the-
job training. However. the credit may be claimed
on certified employees after on-the-job training is
completed.
• WARNING - Retroactive certification is no
longer pennitted. The certification must be received
or requested in writing by the employer before the
potential employee actually begins work.
• The tax credit is limited to 90 percent of the
employer's federal income tax liability after certain
other credits are deducted.
• Any unused tax credit can be carried back 3
years or fOIWard for 7 years.
Responsible agency (TAX CREDIT):
U.S. Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue SeIVice
Washington. D.C. 20224
Local offices are listed In the telephone direc-
tory under:
U.S. Government
Internal Revenue SeIVice
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FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT
(MINIMUM WAGE) - FEDERAL
Who must comply:
Any farmer who hired 500 man-days of labor
during any calendar quarter of the preceding cal-
endar year (The equivalent of about seven full-
time employees working 5 days a week).
If the employer did not employ more than 500
man-days of agricultural labor in any quarter of
the preceding calendar year, his agricultural em-
ployees are exempt from the minimum wage pro-
visions of the act for the entire following calendar
year. Conversely, if the employer used more than
500 man-days of farm labor in any calendar
quarter of a year, coverage extends to the entire
following calendar year even ifthe employer does
not use 500 man-days of labor in any quarter of
the second year.
The follOWing employees are excluded from
minimum wage requirements regardless of the
5OO-man day test:
a) Employees who must be available at all
hours to care for range livestock.
b) Employees under 16 years who work with
their parents in hand harvesting crops and
are paid on the same piece rate basis as
their parents.
c) Employer's immediate family.
d) Employees who
• are being paid a training wage. (See sec-
tion on training wages.)
• are paid on a piece rate basis AND
• were employed in agriculture as hand
harvest laborers fewer than 13 weeks
in the previous year AND
• commute to work daily (non-migrants).
e) Employees engaged in fishing or seafood
processing.
Employers must, if covered:
• Pay at least minimum wage to all employ-
ees- currently $3.80 per hour. As ofApril
I, 1991, $4.25 per hour.
• Maintain payroll records for at least 3 years
for each employee, including family mem-
bers of employees. These records should
include:
1) Full name of employee.
2) Complete home address.
3) Sex and occupation in which employed.
4) Identification of employees who are:
a) Members of an employer's imme-
diate family.
b) Hand harvest workers paid on a piece
rate.
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c) Employees princiPallY engaged in range
livestock production.
5) The number of man-days worked each
week or month (a man-day is any day
dUring which an employee does agricul-
tural work for 1 hour or more).
6) Beginning day and time of employee's
workweek.
7) Basis onwhichwages are paid, i.e., $3.80
per hour, $30.00 per day or piece work.
8) Hours worked each work .day and total
hours worked each work week.
9) Total daily or weekly earnings.
10) Total additions to or deductions from
wages with an explanation of each.
11) Total wages paid each pay period to-
gether with proof of payment to individ-
ual workers including cash advances or
other deductions.
12) Date of payment and pay period covered
by payment.
• Have on file a statement from each exempt
piece rate employee showing the number of
weeks employed in agriculture dUring the
preceding year.
• Have on file the date of birth and the
parent's name for each exempt minor paid
on a piece rate basis.
• Maintain a me showing the full name,
present and permanent address and date
of birth of any minor under 18 who works
when school is in session or who works in a
hazardous occupation.
• Display the official poster "Notice to Em-
ployees" where employees can see it.
This poster contains basic information
on minimum wages.
Employers may:
Deduct the cost of certain items from the
wages of farm workers. However, care should be
exercised because the deduction of certain items
may not reduce wages below the minimum wage.
Deductions which~ lawfully reduce the
wage level below the minimum wage per hour are:
1) Deductions required by law - SoCial Secu-
rity and withholding tax.
2) "Third Party" deductions authOrized by the
employee-union dues, United Funds, health
insurance-if it is to a "Third Party."
3) Salary advances exclusive of interest charges.
Receipts for cash advances must be ob-
tained and retained.
4) Housing and meals, provided it does not
exceed the fair market value and meets a
number ofspecified conditions dealing with
profit and rate of return on investment.
Deductions which may not lawfully reduce
the wage level below the minimum wage per hour
are:
1) Transportation advances.
2) Charges for contractors' (crew leader) serv-
ices.
Overtime Provision:
All farmworkers are exempt from overtime
pay.
Tralnlng Wage:
• Under certain conditions, employers can
pay employees, under the age of 20, a wage
rate of at least 85 percent of the minimum
(but not less than $3.35 per hour) for up
to 90 days.
• Employers are prohibited from displacing
regular employees in order to hire employ-
ees eligible for the subminimum wage.
• A maximum of one-fourth ofthe total of all
the establishment's employees' monthly
hours can be paid at the subminimum rate.
• The training wage provision expires March
31,1993.
• No employee can be paid for more than two
such periods.
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SPECIAL NOTES
Texas Minimum Wa2e Law. There is a Texas
Minimum Wage Law which applies to agricul-
tural labor. However, the Federal Fair Labor
Standards Act supercedes the Texas Act when
employers are covered by both laws. Groups
which are exempt from the Texas state law are
producers engaged in daily fanning, and produc-
ers oflivestock and any actMty in support thereof.
For those agricultural employees covered by
the Texas Minimum Wage Law, the state mini-
mum rate is $3.35 per hour. Piece-rates are deter-
mined by the Commissioner ofAgriculture. This
rate is set for each agricultural commodity pro-
duced in substantial quantity in Texas and is
based on the output of a worker of average
ability. Ifnopiece-rate is set, the minimum hourly
rate for agricultural workers will apply. Ifpiece-
rates are used and workers do not achieve the
minimum wage rate, the minimum rate of $3.35
must still be paid.
Responsible agencies:
The Department of Labor and Standards
Sam Houston Building
Austin, Texas 78711
Department of Agriculture
Post Office Drawer BB
Austin, Texas 78711
(Piece Rates for Commodities)
TEXAS PAYDAY LAW
The Texas Legislature amended the Texas
Payday Law dUring the regular 1989 session, and
transferred enforcement responsibility to the Texas
Employment Commission. The new law gives the
Commission the authority to collect wages owed
to workers who have not been paid.
Who Must Comply: All Employers-
The old Payday Law had no wage collection
provisions, but provided for a penalty of $50
against employers who failed to pay wages which
were owed. The new law authorized the Commis-
sion to levy penalties against employers who in
bad faith fail to pay wages or who fail to pay them
when due. This penalty may not exceed the
amount ofwages in question and may not exceed
$1,000.
New Provisions Under the Law:
1) Employers must pay their employees who
are not subject to the overtime provisions
ofthe Fair Labor 8tandardsAct at least once
a month, and must pay all other employees
at least twice monthly. Employers must
designate paydays, and if they fail to do so,
12
paydays shall be the 1st and 15th of each
month.
2) Notices desJgnating the ofilcial paydays must
be posted prominently in the workplace.
3) An employer may notwithhold or direct any
part of an employee's wages unless the
employer:
a) is authorized to do so by the court;
b) is authorized to do so by state or federal
law; and
c) has written authorization from the em-
ployee to deduct a part of the wages for a
lawful purpose.
4) The new law does not allow wage claims to
be filed for vacation pay, sick leave pay,
parental leave pay, or severance pay unless
it is owed to an employee under a written
agreement with the employer or under a
written policy of the employer.
Responsible agency:
Texas Employment Commission
614 TEC Building
15th & Congress
Austin,Texas 78778
FEDERAL INCOME TAX WITHHOLDING FOR
FARMWORKERS
Farm employers are reqUired to withhold fed-
eral income taxes on the wages of agricultural
labor. Employers must withhold income tax from
agricultural labor on all wages paid after 1989 that
are subject to social security taxes.
A farm employer should obtain a completed
Form W-4, Employee's Withholding Allowance Cer-
tlficate,fromeachfarmworker. It should be made
effective the first payday after it is received. If an
employee does not provide the employer with a
valid Form W-4, the employer should withhold as
ifhe or she is single and claiming no withholding
allowances. A copy of a W-4 form is shown at the
end of this section. The employer can use the
income tax Withholding tables in the January
1990 Circular E, Employer's Tax Guide, to figure
the amount of income tax to Withhold.
Different rules govern what constitutes
wages for Social Security and federal income tax
purposes. For income tax withholding, wages in-
elude cash payments as well as the fair market
value of items provided employees, such as pay-
ment for services (I.e. meals, lodging or other
goods).
Deposit of Withholding To::
Combined withholding and social security taxes
must be paid into an authorized bank on a timely
basis. The frequency depends onyour relative size
as an employer. Large and medium sized busi-
nesses are required to make monthly deposits.
Small employers can do this quarterly. Most
fanners would fall into the small or medium
category. Exact details on determining size and
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methods of making the necessary deposits can
be obtained from your nearest IRS office.
Information Returns:
The farm employer must prepare and give to
an employee a Form W-2, "Wages and Tax State-
ment," by January 31 for the preceding year's
taxes withheld. Copy A of Form W-2 and a com-
pleted Form 943, "Employer's Annual Tax Return
for Agricultural Employees," must be sent to the
Internal Revenue Service by February 28th.
To restrict individuals from claiming exces-
sive numbers of dependents in order to avoid in-
come tax withholding, recent rulings by IRS re-
quire that anyone claiming ten or more depend-
ents must have the Form W-4 reviewed by an IRS
office. If faced with this situation an employer
should consult with the local IRS office.
Related Information:
Circular ~ Agricultural Employer's Tax GUide,
Publication No. 51, Internal Revenue Service.
Responsible agency:
U.S. Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service
Local offices are found in the telephone directory
under:
United States Government
Internal Revenue Service
~®90 Form W-4 ~. Department of the Treasur~&lJIlnternal Revenue Service
Purpose. Complete Form W-4 so that your
employer can withhold the correct amount of
Federal income tax from your pay.
Exemption From Withholding. Read line 6 of the
certificate below to see if you can claim exempt
status. If exempt, complete line 6; but do not
complete lines 4 and 5. No Federal income tax
will be withheld from your pay. This exemption
expires February 15, 1991.
Basic Instructions. Employees who are not
exempt should complete the Personal Allowances
Worksheet. Additional worksheets are provided on
page 2 for employees to adjust their withholding
allowances based on itemized deductions,
adjustments to income, or two-earnerjtwo-job
situations. Complete all worksheets that apply to
your situation. The worksheets will help you figure
the number of withholding allowances you are
entitled to claim. However, you may claim fewer
allowances than this.
Head of Household. Generally, you may claim
head of household filing status on your tax return
only if you are unmarried and pay more than 50%
of the costs of keeping up a home for yourself and
your dependent(s) or other qualifying individuals.
Nonwage Income. If you have a large amount of
nonwage income, such as interest or dividends,
you should consider making estimated tax
payments using Form 1040-ES. Otherwise, you
may find that you owe additional tax at the end of
the year.
Two-EarnerjTwo-Jobs. If you have a working
spouse or more than one job, figure the total
number of allowances you are entitled to claim
on all jobs using worksheets from only one Form
W-4. This total should be divided among all jobs.
Your withholding will usually be most accurate
when all allowances are claimed on the W-4 filed
for the highest paying job and zero allowances
are claimed for the others.
Advance Earned Income Credit. If you are
eligible for this credit, you can receive it added t
your paycheck throughout the year. For details,
obtain Form W-5 from your employer.
Check Your Withholding. After your W-4 takes
effect, you can use Publication 919, Is My
Withholding Correct for 1990?, to see how the
dollar amount you are having withheld compares
to your estimated total annual tax. Call1-BOO-
424-3676 (in Hawaii and Alaska, check your loc
telephone directory) to order this publication.
Check your local telephone directory for the IRS
assistance number if you need further help.
Personal Allowances Worksheet
A
B
For accuracy, do
all worksheets that
apply.
A
B
Enter" 1" for yourself if no one else can claim you as a dependent .
{
I. You are single and have only one job; or }
Enter "1" if: 2. You are married, have only one job, and your spouse does not work; or
3. Your wages from a second job or your spouse's wages (or the total of
both) are $2,500 or less.
e Enter "1" for your spouse. But, you may choose to enter "0" if you are married and have either a working spouse or
more than one job (this may help you avoid having too little tax withheld) . e
D Enter number of dependents (other than your spouse or yourself) whom you will claim on your tax return D
E Enter" 1" if you will file as a head of household on your tax return (see conditions under "Head of Household," above) E
FEnter" 1" if you have at least $1,500 of child or dependent care expenses for which you plan to claim a credit . F
G Add lines A through F and enter total here . ~ G
• If you plan to itemize or claim adjustments to income and want to reduce your withholding,
turn to the Deductions and Adjustments Worksheet on page 2.
• If you are single and have more than one job and your combined earnings from all jobs exceed
$25,000 OR if you are married and have a working spouse or more than one job, and the
combined earnings from all jobs exceed $44,000, then turn to the Two-Earner/Two-Job Worksheet
on page 2 if you want to avoid having too little tax withheld.
• If neither of the above situations applies to you, stop here and enter the number from line G on
line 4 of Form W-4 below.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Cut here and give the certificate to your employer. Keep the top portion for your records.
Employee's Withholding Allowance CertificateForm W·4
Department of the Trea~ury
Internal Revenue Service ~ For Privacy Act and Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see reverse.
OMS No. 1545-0010
~®90
1 Type or print your first name and middle initial Last name 2 Your social security number
Home address (number and street or rural route)
City or town, state, and ZIP code {
D Single D Married
3 Marital D Married, but withhold at higher Single rate.
status Note: If married, but legally separated, or spouse is a
nonresident alien, check the Single box.
4 Total number of allowances you are claiming (from line Gabove or from the Worksheets on back if they apply)
5 Additional amount, if any, you want deducted from each pay.
6 I claim exemption from withholding and I certify that I meet All of the following conditions for exemption:
• Last year I had a right to a refund of All Federal income tax withheld because I had NO tax liability; AND
• This year I expect a refund of All Federal income tax withheld because I expect to have NO tax liability; AND
• This year if my income exceeds $500 and includes nonwage income, another person cannot claim me as a dependent.
If you meet all of the above conditions, enter the year effective and "EXEMPT" here ~ L....=:.6 ....L-1::..:9=---__.----=,--_--;::::::::;--_
7 Are you a full-time student? (Note: Full-time students are not automatically exempt.) . 70 Yes D Nc
Under penalties of perjury. I certify that I am entitled to the number of withhOlding allowances claimed on thiS certificate or entitled to claim exempt status.
Employee's signature ~ Date ~ ,19
8 Employer's name and address (Employer: Complete 8 and 10 only if sending to IRS) 9 Office code 10 Employer identification number
(optional)
lrm W-4 (1990)
Deductions and Adjustments Worksheet
Page 2
2 $~....,....- _
3 $
-------
4 $
-------
5$:;::-. _
6$...:- _
7 $
-------
8
9
3
1
2
9 $
te: Use this worksheet only ifyou plan to itemize deductions or claim adjustments to income on your 1990 tax return.
Enter an estimate of your 1990 itemized deductions. These include: qualifying home mortgage interest,
10% of personal interest, charitable contributions, state and local taxes (but not sales taxes), medical
expenses in excess of 7.5% of your income, and miscellaneous deductions (most miscellaneous deductions
are now deductible only in excess of 2% of your income) 1 $"'-- _
{
$5,450 if married filing jointly or qualifying widow(er) }
2 Enter: $4,750 if head of household .
$3,250 if single
$2,725 if married filing separately
Subtract line 2 from line 1. If line 2 is greater than line I, enter zero .
Enter an estimate of your 1990 adjustments to income. These include alimony paid and deductible IRA contributions.
Add lines 3 and 4 and enter the total .
Enter an estimate of your 1990 nonwage income (such as dividends or interest income)
Subtract line 6 from line 5. Enter the result, but not less than zero .
Divide the amount on line 7 by $2,000 and enter the result here. Drop any fraction.
Enter the number from Personal Allowances Worksheet, line G, on page 1 .
Add lines 8 and 9 and enter the total here. If you plan to use the Two-EarnerjTwo-Job Worksheet, also enter
the total on line 1, below. Otherwise, stop here and enter this total on Form W-4, line 4 on page 1 .10
Two-Earner/Two-Job Worksheet
Dte: Use this worksheet only if the instructions at line Gon page 1 direct you here.
Enter the number from line Gon page 1(or from line 10 above if you used the Deductions and Adjustments Worksheet)
Find the number in Table 1 below that applies to the LOWEST paying job and enter it here
If line 1 is GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO line 2, subtract line 2 from line 1. Enter the result here (if zero,
enter "0") and on Form W-4, line 4, on page 1. DO NOT use the rest of this worksheet .
pte: If line 1 is LESS THAN line 2, enter "0" on Form W-4, line 4, on page 1. Complete lines 4-9 to calculate the
additional dollar withholding necessary to avoid a year-end tax bill.
Enter the number from line 2 of this worksheet 4
Enter the number from line 1 of this worksheet 5
Subtract line 5 from line 4 . 6
Find the amount in Table 2 below that applies to the HIGHEST paying job and enter it here 7 $ _
Multiply line 7 by line 6 and enter the result here. This is the additional annual withholding amount needed 8 %.$ _
Divide line 8 by the number of pay periods each year. (For example, divide by 26 if you are paid every other week.) Enter
the result here and on Form W·4, line 5, page 1. This is the additional amount to be withheld from each paycheck
Table 1: Two-Earner/Two-Job Worksheet
Married Filing Jointly All Others
If wages from LOWEST Enter on If wages from LOWEST
paying job are- line 2 above paying job are-
0-$4,000 0 0 - $4,000
4,001 - 8,000 1 4,001 - 8,000
8,001 - 19,000 2 8,001- 14,000
19,001 - 23,000 3 14,001· 16,000
23,001 - 25,000 4 16,001 - 21,000
25,001- 27,000 5 21,001 and over
27,001 - 29,000 6
29,001 - 35,000 7
35,001 -41,000 8
41,001·46,000 9
46.001 and over 10
Table 2: Two-Earner/Two-Job Worksheet
Married Filing Jointly All Others
If wages from HIGHEST Enter on If wages from HIGHEST
paying job are- line 7 above paying job are-
Enteron
line 2 above
o
1
2
3
4
5
Enter on
line 7 above
0-$44,000
44,001 - 90,000
90,001 and over
$310
570
680
0-$25,000
25,001 - 52,000
52,001 and over
$310
570
680
vacy Act and Paperwork Reduction Act Notice.-We ask for this information to carry out the Internal Revenue laws of the United States. We may give
Information to the Department of Justice for civil or criminal litigation and to cities, states, and the District of Columbia for use in administering their tax
s. You are required to give this information to your employer.
he time needed to complete this form will vary depending on individual circumstances. The estimated average time is: Recordkeeplng 46 min.,
rning about the law or the form 10 min., Preparing the form 70 min. If you have comments concerning the accuracy of these time estimates or
~estions for making this form more simple, we would be happy to hear from you. You can write to the Internal Revenue Service, Washington, DC
~24, Attn: IRS Reports Clearance Officer, T:FP; or the Office of Management and Budget, Paperwork Reduction Project (1545-0010), Washington, DC
"03.
*U.S.GPO: 1989-0-245-064
SOCIAL SECURITY - FEDERAL
Who must comply:
Fann employers must make Social Security
deductions if they pay more than $2,500 to all
employees for agricultural labor dUring the year.
Ifthey do not pay more than $2,500, then individ-
ual wages will be subject to FICA if an individual
receives more than $150 during the year. This
$150 applies to each worker. For Social Security
purposes wages include only cash payments
made to employees for fann labor and do not
include food, lodging and other non-cash items.
Some types offamily employment are not cov-
ered by Social Security. This exemption is not op-
tional. Non-covered family employment is any
work performed by:
1) A child under 18 years of age in the employ
of his father or mother.
2) A parent in the employ of a son or daughter
performing:
a) domestic seIVice in or about the private
home of the son or daughter.
b) work not in the course of the son's or
daughter's trade or business.
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The family exclusion does not apply when the
employer is a corporation or association classi-
fied as a corporation and a partnership, unless
the family relationship exists between the em-
ployee and all the partners.
Employers must:
1) Pay social security taxes in the amount of
7.65 percent on wages paid. The 1990 tax-
able wage limit is $51.300 and increases
each year based on an index of average
wage levels.
2) Employers having an undeposited liability
of withheld income taxes and Social Secu-
rity deductions and contributions must
deposit these funds in a Federal Reserve
Bank or authorized commercial bank as
indicated in the following schedule. De-
posits must be accompanied by Form 511,
Federal Tax Deposit.
Summary of Deposit Rules
for Social Security Taxes
and Withheld Income Tax
Deposit Rule
1) If at the close of business on the following
monthly calendar days-the 3rd. 7th. 11tho
15th. 22nd. 25th and the last day of each
. month-your total undeposited taxes are
$3,000 ormore. you must make a deposit of
the amount due within 3 banking days.
2) If at the end of any month the total unde-
posited taxes are between$500 and$3.000.
you must deposit the amount due within 15
days after the end of the month.
3) Ifat the end ofa quarteryour total undepos-
ited taxes are less than $500. no deposit is
required. However. you may pay the taxes
to IRS using Fonn 943 or deposit them by
the end of the next month.
Other Responsibilities:
• Provide each employee with a Fonn W-2,
Wage and Tax Statement, shOWing the
amount of earnings. income tax withheld,
and amount of Social Security deductions
by January 31.
• File Fonn W-3. Transmittal of Income and
Tax Statements. and attach copies of each
employee'sFonnW-2withthe Social Secu-
rity Administration. Office of Central Rec-
ords Operations. Baltimore, MD 21290. by
February 28th of each year.
• Prepare and me Fonn 943, Employer's
Annual Tax Return for Agricultural Em-
ployees. with the Internal Revenue Service
by January 31st of each year (February 10
if tax was paid in full with Fonn 511).
• Maintain payroll records for at least 4 years
for each employee.
hese records should include:
1) Employee's name and social security num-
ber.
2) Cash payments to the employee for fann-
work.
3) Any amount deducted as employee social
security tax.
4) The number of days the employee did fann
work for cash wages on a time basis.
5) The amount, ifany. of income tax withheld.
6) The amount of non-cash wages paid (for
income tax purposes only).
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Self employed farmers:
Self employed fanners who report a net
income of $400 or more from the fanning
operation must contribute to Social Security. The
contribution rate is 15.3 percent in 1990. The
taxable income level for 1990 is ·$51.300•. but the
taxable income limit will change eachyear based
on an index of average wage levels. If a fanner
also earns wages which are subject to Social
Security deductions. he will contribute on his self
employment income until the combined earnings
reach the current income limitation of$51.300 in
1990.
Additlonalinformatlon:
Circular .A. Agricultural Employer's Tax Guide,
Publication 51. Department of the Treasury. In-
ternal Revenue SeIVice. (Published annually)
Fanner's Tax Guide. Publication 225. Depart-
ment of the Treasury. Internal Revenue Service.
(Published annually)
The following pamphlets are available from
most local Social Security offices:
• Fanners - How to Report Your Income for
Social Security.
• Your Social Security.
• Your Social Security Rights and Responsi-
bilities, Retirement and Survivors Benefits.
• Your Social Security Rights and Respon-
sibilities, Disability Benefits.
• If You're Self-Employed - Reporting your
Income for Social Security.
• IfYou Become Disabled.
Responsible agency:
Benefits:
U.S. Department of Health and Human SeIV-
ices
Social Security Administration
Enforcement and Tax Collection:
Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service
Local Social Security Offices are nonnally listed
in the telephone directory under:
U.S. Government
Social Security Administration
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
Who must comply:
Any employer offarm workers who either has
in the current calendar year or had in the
preceding calendar year:
a)"a payroll of at least $6,250 in a calendar
quarter, OR
b) three or more employees for some portion of
a day in 20 or more weeks during the year.
c) employed migrant labor.
d) employed seasonal workers on truck farms,
orchards or vineyards.
e) employed seasonal workers and migrant
workers at the same time and if the sea-
sonal workers did the same work as the
migrant workers at the same location.
Responsible employer:
Depending upon the circumstances, the farm
operator or the crew leader may be the employer.
The FARM OPERATOR is the employer under
these circumstances:
1) The individual is an employee of the farm
operator under common law rules of mas-
ter and selVant; or
2) The worker is furnished by the crew leader
but is not treated as an employee of the
crew leader; 1.e., the crew leader is acting on
behalf of the farm operator rather than as
an employer; or
3) The crew leader has entered into a written
agreement with the farm operator under
which the crew leader is designated as an
employee of the farm operator.
The CREW LEADER is the employer under
these circumstances:
1) The crew leader holds valid certification of
registration under the Migrant and Sea
sonalAgricultural Worker ProtectionAct: or
2) Substantially all crew members operate or
maintain tractors, mechanized haIVesting
or crop-dusting equipment. or any other
mechanized equipment prOVided by the
crew leader; and
3) The employee is not an employee of any
other person under common law rules of
master and selVant.
Farm related exempt employment:
• Farmwork for an exempt employer (See
who must comply).
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• Certain students working for credit on a
program combining academic instruction
with work experience (work-study program).
• SeIVice performed by an individual tIl the
employ of his son, daughter or spouse,
and seIVice performed by a child under the
age of 21 years in the employ of his fathel
or mother.
• SeIVice performed as part ofan unemploy-
ment work-relief or work-training program
assisted or financed in whole or in part b
any federal agency or an agency ofa state or
political subdivision thereof, by an individ-
ual receiving such work relief or work
training.
• SeIVice perfonned on a fishing vessel nor-
mally having a crew of fewer than ten ifthe
crew member's reimbursement for services
perfonned is a share of the catch and the
seIVices are determined not to be employ-
ment under the Federal UnemploymentT~
Act.
Employers must:
a) Pay unemployment compensation tax on
the first $9,000 ofannual payroll earnings
for each employee. There are two parts t
the tax--federal and state.
1) The effective FEDERAL tax is 0.8 percent
of the first $7,000 of annual payroll of
each employee. Obe actual federal tax 15
6.2 percent less a credit of 5.4 percent
if the employer pays the state tax.)
2) The STATE tax will vary depending on
the experience rating of the individual
fann employer. Farm/ranch employers
without an experience ratingwill pay 2.7
percent of the first $9,000 of annual
payroll ofeach employee for six calendar
quarters. At the end ofthe sixth calendar
quarter the rating process will be started
and taxes paid in the seventh quarter
and subsequent quarters will be based
on the experience rating. Experience
ratings are recalculated annually there-
after. Annual rate notices are mailed to
all employers in late January of the ap-
plicable year. The maximum tax rate
payable for 1990 Is 6.29 percent, which
must be added to the 0.8 percent federal
tax.
b) Submit tax and wage reports as required.
The employer's Quarterly Tax and Wage
Report is due the first day ofthe first month
follOWing the end of the calendar quarter.
Penalty and interest charges will accrue if
the Tax and Wage Report is filed after the
last day of the first month following the
quarter. The Tax and Wage Report form
provides a listing for each employee's name
and social security number and is sent to
each liable employer at the end of each
quarter.
c) When a former employee IDes an unemploy-
ment insurance claim. the last employer (as
identified on the claim) will be mailed a
notice. The employer has 12 days to furnish
written infonnation about the job separa-
tion which may be disqualifying. Ifbenefits
are paid. other base period employers will
be notified of the claim. These employers
have 14 days to provide written infonnation
about the job separation which may allow
their account to be protected from charge. If
the employer fails to respond within the
prescribed period of time. the claim may be
charged against his experience rating and
result in a higher tax rate in the future.
d) Display. in a place visible to all employees,
the poster "Attention Employees" (Fonn Y-
10).
e) Have records available for inspection at any
reasonable hour dUring the business day
and maintain records for the current year
and 4 preceding calender years.
Employee ellgtblllty:
In addition to being employed less than full
time. able to work. available for work. and actively
seeking work and not subject to any disqualifica-
tion or ineligibility. a claimant must have the
necessary wage credits during the base period.
The base period consists ofthe first four ofthe last
five completed calender quarters preceding the ef-
fective date of the worker's initial claim. Claims
are effective the Sunday preceding the filing date.
Employers wising to obtain tax fonns or infonna-
tion pertaining to taxes or coverage under the
Texas Unemployment Compensation Act should
contact their local TEC office or write to the Texas
Employment Commission. Tax Department. Austin.
Texas 78778.
Weekly benefits:
The weekly benefit amount to which a claim-
ant is entitled is based on the claimant's earnings
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dUring the base period. but can not be more than
$210. The maximum benefit amount can only be
changed by an act of the Legislature.
Employee claims:
Employees cio not pay for unemployment in-
surance. This cost is borne by the employer.
Unemployed farm workers. who are eligible. may
file for benefits at the local office of the Texas Em-
ployment Commission.
A farm worker may not be eligible for benefits
if it is found that:
• He voluntarily quit his job without good
cause attributable to his employer.
• He was discharged for misconduct con-
nected with his work.
• He fails to apply for or accept suitable work.
• His unemployment is due to participation
in a labor dispute.
• Willful misrepresentation is also cause for
fine and imprisonment.
• He is receiving or is eligible to receive a
retirement income-other than disability-
from a base period employer.
• He is receiving or is seeking unemploy-
ment benefits under an unemployment
compensation law of another state or the
United States.
• He is an illegal alien.
Responsible agency:
In Texas. the unemployment insurance pro-
gram is administered by the Texas Employment
Commission. The unemployment insurance pro-
grams in each of the states are controlled by the
Federal Unemployment Tax Act. under which the
Secretary of Labor must approve all state laws
and their operation. Local Employment Com-
mission offices located throughout the state re-
ceive and process unemployment insurance claims.
Un mployed migrant fann workers having re-
turned to their home states may file claims at
their local employment services offices. Further
infonnation on unemployment insurance can be
obtained from local offices of the Texas Employ-
ment Commission.
Note map on the last page of this section for
Texas counties selVed by each local office.
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Counties Served
-- -_.---- ----
, BREWSTER
LOVIHG
REEVES •
i
~
CUl8ERSOfl
CITY
Abilenll
Amanllo
Amanllo - Casual Labor
Arlington
Athens
Austin - Central
Austin - North
Austin - South
Austin - Tee Career Ouest
Bay City
Beaumont
Big Spring
Bonham
Borger
Brownfield
Brownsville
Brownwood
Bryan
CarrllO Spnngs
Carthage
Channelview
Childress
Cleburne
Clute
Cor-rne
Copperas Cove
CorplJs Chnsti - Central
Co,sicana
Crystal City
Dallas - King Com. Center
Dallas - Kessler Hills
Dallas - Central City
Dallas - Lancaster-Klest
Dallas - East
Dallas - West Labor
Dallas - Northw~st
Delillo
D~lllun
OIJl"rlS
£:<.IU1tl Pass
k:dlldl\H~
EII',I::." - MellO
E: I I'a.>ll - Cht:lrnont Cent~r
EI Pasu - Northeast
EI Paso - Downtown
EI Paso - East
Y IIH (1189)
ADDRESS
826 Hickory St.
1206 W. Seventh St.
1020 W. Sixth St.
979 N. Cooper
1401 Flat Creek Rd.
1215 Guadalupe St.
2417 Ashdale Dr.
6114 S. 1st Street
4631 Airport Blvd. #118
3507 Ave. F
405 Magnolia St.
310 Owens
1201 E. Sam Rayburn Dr
103 W. 4th
Terry County Courthouse
245 E. Levee St.
2202 Hwy. 377 South
801 E. 29th St.
Fletcher Business Park. #4
323 S. Shelby
913 Ashland Blvd
119 Third St.. NW
1643(A) W. Hend£::rson
815 Dixie Dr. 15
808 W. Dallas St.
506 2nd St.
520 N. Staples
720 N. Beaton
700 E. Lake
2922 MlK Jr. Blvd.
1050 N. Westmoreland. Ste 316
8300 Carpenter Freeway
408 Lancaster-Kiest
Shopping Center
4625 Eastover Dr., Mesquite
811 N. Westmoreland
1718 Trinity Valley. Carrollton
700-A E. Gibbs
510 1-35 E North
104 W. 8th
41~ Monroe St.
20 1~ E Un,versity
516-618 N Sante Fe St
920 Ctlt:.isea St.
5735 Will Ruth Ave.
016-618 N Santa Fe St.
7814 Gateway Blvd .. East
CITY
Floydada
Fort Worth - Downtown
Fort Worth - Townview
Galveston
Garland
Giddings
Graham
Grand Prairie
Greenville
Harlingen
Henderson
Hereford
Houston - Downtown
Houston - West Parker
Houston - Eastex
Houston - South Loop
Houston - Southwest
Houston - WIN
Houston - NW
Houston - Spring Branch
Humble
Huntsville
Hurst - Mid Cities
Irving
Jacksonville
Kerrville
Killeen
Killeen - Casual Labor
La Grange
Lamesa
Laredo
Levelland
Littlefield
Longview
Lubbock
Lufkin
Marshall
McAllen
McKinney
Midland
Mineral Wells
Mt. Pleasant
Muleshoe
Nacogdoches
New Braunfels
Odessa
ADDRESS
231 W. California
301 W. 13th St. - 1st Floor
301 W. 13th St.
1922 Sealy Ave.
217 -10th S1.
200 W. Austin
1111 F Indiana St.
202 W. Highway 303
4515 Stonewall
601 E. Harrison St.
1424 S. Main
403 W. Seventh St.
2613 Austin St.
455 W. Parker Rd.
9111 Eastex Freeway
5959 Long Dr.
12455 Beechnut
2613 Austin
13603 Westland East Blvd.
10125 Emnora
9810 FM 1960, Ste. 135
901 Normal Park Dr., Ste. 7
1225 Precenct Line Rd.
201 S. Rogers Rd.
308-A W. Larissa
418 McFarland, Ste. 0
3000 South W.S. Young
2404 E. Rancier
252 N. Washington
1012 N. Dallas S1.
5500 Tesoro Plaza
1212 Houston
Lamb Co. Courthouse
412 S. High St.
1602 - 16th S1.
346 N. John Redditt Dr.
415 E. Burleson S1.
400 E. Hackberry
501 N. Kentucky St.
501 N. Loraine St.
2101 E. Hubbard
1902 W. Ferguson Rd.
112 East Avenue B
2103 South S1.
844 N. Walnut
315-317 E. Fifth S1.
CITY
Orange
Paducah
Palestine
Pampa
Paris
Pasadena
Pearsall
Pecos
Plainview
Port Arthur
Port Lavaca
Richardson - Plano
Rio Grande City
Rosenberg
Round Rock
San Angelo
San Antonio - Downtown
San Antonio WIN - East
San Antonio - North
San Antonio - South
San Antonio - Northwest
San Antonio - Northeast
San Antonio WIN - West
San Marcos
Seguin
Sherman - Denison
Snyder
Sulphur Springs
Sweetwater
Temple
Temple - Casual Labor
Texarkana
Texas City
Tulia
Tyler
Uvalde
Vernon
Victoria
Waco
Waco - .Lake Air Suboffice
Waco - Casual Labor
Waxahachie
Weatherford
Weslaco
Wichita Falls - Central
Wichita Falls - CaUfield Rd.
ADDRESS
841 Dal Sasso
Cottle ·Co. Courthouse
2209 S. Loop 256
Coronado Shopping Center
5210 S.E. Loop 286
3201 Spencer Hwy.
315 E. San Marcos
215 W. Second St.
1030 N. Broadway
4430 75th S1.
1800 S. Hwy. 35 Bypass
1222 E. Arapaho, Suite 336
201 W. Water
3926 Avenue H. Suite 6
2107 N. Mays
120-122 S. Oakes St.
330 Dwyer
915 S.w. W. White Rd.
1015 Jackson Keller Rd.
2310 SW Military Dr.
8323 Culebra Rd. Ste. 102
1248 Austin Hwy. #220
915 S. W.w. White Rd.
202 South C.M. Allen Parkway
205 East Weinert
5904 Texoma Parkway
2501-B College Ave.
143 College S1.
121 E. Third
2420 S. 37th St.
301 W. Avenue G.
1120 Wood S1.
101 29th St.. N
310 W. Broadway
1520 W. Front St.
300 E. Main
Wilbarger County Courthouse
1301 E. Rio Grande St
925 Columbus Ave.
1545 Wooded Acres
500 S. 4th St.
103-105 Grand St.
318-C Santa Fe Dr.
1002 East Expressway
1101 -11th St.
3800 Call field Rd.
WORKMAN'S COMPENSATION LAW - TEXAS
The gross annual payroll, referred to in the
latter two sections, includes amounts paid di-
rectly to farm and ranch laborers, seasonal and
migrant workers and to labor agents for their
services and the services of migrant or seasonal
workers. It does not include wages paid to the
employer or his family, if a sole proprietorship;
a partner or partner's family, if a partnership; a
Seasonal Workers
These are employees who are working in a
seasonal or temporaty position but are not re-
qUired to be gone from their permanent residence
overnight. Seasonalworkers who are employed on
a truck farm, orchard or vineyard are covered by
this bill. A truck farm is a farm on which fruits,
garden vegetables, potatoes, sugar beets or vege-
table seeds are produced for market. There are no
exemptions or exclusions for seasonal laborwork-
ing in these three operations.
If a seasonal worker is working for an em-
ployer or labor agent who employs migrant work-
ers and the seasonal worker is doing the same
work at the same time at the same place as
migrant workers, then the seasonal worker is
considered to be a migrant worker. In these cir-
cumstances, there is no exemptionfrom coverage.
Employers of seasonal workers, are exempt
from subscribing to the insurance if their preced-
ing year's payroll is less than the prior year's
reqUired payroll threshold adjusted for inflation.
The Comptroller will provide an annual inflation
multiplier before October of each year.
Farm and Ranch Laborers
The bill does provide some measure ofexemp-
tion for relatively small farmers and ranchers.
The following schedule provides the guide-
lines for employers who are exempt from the bill:
Workman's Compensation laws which include
agricultural laborers took effect Januaty 1,
1985. These laws address on-the-job injuries and
the corresponding insurance provides benefits to
those injured or disabled while performing these
work-related functions.
Who must comply:
Employers who employ persons who fit into the
following categories must provide coverage for
those employees:
a) migrant workers.
b) seasonal workers who work with migrant
workers.
c) seasonal workers who are employed on a
truck farm, orchard or vineyard.
d) seasonal workers whose employer's pay
roll was above $28,451 for 1989. Subse-
quent figures will be determined by the rate
of inflation.
e) in 1990, full-time workers whose employer's
annual payroll is $50,000 or more.
f) begjnning January 1, 1991 and thereafter,
any operation that employs three or more
laborers who are not migrant or seasonal
workers.
Migrant Workers
There are no exemptions under this bill with
regard to migrant workers. Regardless of the
number employed or the gross annual payroll, all
migrant workers must be covered. For the
purpose of this bill, migrant workers are those
persons employed in seasonal or temporary jobs
and required to be away from their permanent
residence overnight.
If migrant labor is provided by a labor agent,
the labor agent is responsible under this law for
workman's compensation insurance coverage for
these employees. The bill mandates that agents
who do subscribe present evidence of insurance
to those with whom they contract. When the agent
purchases the insurance, the person with whom
the labor agent contracts is not responsible in a
separate action should injury or death occur.
If the agent does not subscribe, however, the
person with whom he has contracted is respon-
sible along with the labor agent in any action to
recover damages for injury or disability. The bill
does allow an employer to purchase workman's
compensation insurance when faced with a situ-
ation in which the agent has not subscribed.
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Coverage year
1990
1991 and thereafter
Exempt if the preceding
year's gross annual pay-
roll is
Less than $50,000
Payroll exemption thresh-
old is the same as deter-
mined under the seasonal
worker provision, but no
exemption is allowed if
operation employs three
or more who are not mi-
grant or seasonal work
erst
hareholder or member of his family, if a corpora-
on and all shareholders are family members.
Employers who subscribe to the insurance to
over their workers may also cover themselves,
partner, a corporate officer or a family member.
en individuals are covered. they must be spe-
cally named and the coverage continues as
ng as the policy is in effect and the named
dividual(s) is endorsed on the policy.
Cost of workman's compensation insurance
>set by the State Insurance Board. It is stated
dollars per $100 of gross payroll. There are
rrently several classifications in effect which
elude persons working in agriculturaljobs.
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Rates are established through an experience
factor system which tends to equate the claims
made in each classification with income gener-
ated through the rate structure. Each year the
rate is subject to change ifthe claims and income
are not on a somewhat equal basis. Those who are
not exempt should contact an insurance carrier
to determine the exact classification of their
laborers and the cost of coverage.
RespOnsible agency:
Texas Workers' Compensation Co~ission
ADVANCED EARNED INCOME CREDIT - FEDERAL
Certain qualifying individuals are entitled to a
tax credit of up to $953. If employees think they
qualify for this credit they may choose to receive
it in advance from their employers. Payment is
made by using a specillc table designed for this
purpose and is reflected as a separate item on the
employee's check. Employers, in turn, take credit
for these payments against their liabUity for either
withholding taxes or social security taxes.
Who must comply:
All employers, including farmers and ranch-
ers, must pay Advance Earned Income Credit if
the employee is eligible and requests payment.
Exemptions:
Employers who pay agricultural workers on a
daily basis are not required to pay advance earned
income credit.
Employer must:
• InfoITIl employees whose wages are not
subject to income tax withholding that they
may be eligible for the refundable earned in-
come credit.
• Provide the FOITIl W-5, Earned Income Credit,
Advance Payment Certificate, to the em-
ployee upon request (available at the near-
est IRS Office or post office).
• When a Form W-5 is fUed,
a) Compute employee's gross pay (for agri-
cultural employees gross pay is inter-
preted to mean those wages subject to
Social Security taxes).
b) Compute employee's Social Security and
Withholding Tax.
c) Refer to tables in IRS Circular E (Supple-
ment), Employer's Payment Guide, and
compute the Advance Earned Income
Credit payment based on employee's gross
pay for pay period.
d) Add the Advance Earned Income Credit
to the worker's pay for the pay period.
e) Retain all records of Advance Earned
Income Credit payments for 4 years.
These records should include the follow-
ing information:
1. Copy of employee's Form W-5.
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2. Amount and date of employee's earn-
ings.
3. Dates ofeach employee's employment.
4. Dates and amount oftax deposits made.
5. Copies of returns med.
• FUe the appropriate fonns with the Internal
Revenue Service: Fonn 941, Employer's
Quarterly Tax Return, for non-fann pack-
ing houses, canners and processors; Form
943, Annual Tax Return for Agricultural
Employers, for farm employers.
• File Fonn 2-3, Transmittal of Income and
Tax Statement. annuallyby February28th,
accompanied by a W-2 fonn for each
indMdual employee, to the Social Security
Administration in Baltimore (see section on
Social Security).
Employers are reimbursed by the Federal
government for Advanced Earned Income Credit
payments as follows:
• The employer deducts the amount of the
Advance Earned Income Credit payment
from his total liability for withholding taxes
as he periodically remits funds to the Inter-
nal Revenue Service.
• If the taxes withheld are not sufficient to
cover the amount of the Advance Earned
Income Credit payments to his employees,
the employer may deduct the excess from
the employee contribution to Social Secu-
rity.
• If there is still an excess ofAdvance Earned
Income Credit payments, the employer may
deduct the excess from the employer's con-
tribution to Social Security.
Employee eligibility:
Employees are eligible to receive Advance
Earned Income Credit payments if they are:
• Married taxpayers who are entitled to a
dependency exemption for their child or
stepchild; or
• A custodial parent, even if that parent
agrees to let the non-custodial parent claim
the child's dependency exemption; or
• Surviving spouses; or
• Heads of households who maintain the home
for a child, stepchild or a descendant of
a child or stepchild. If any of these are mar-
ried, the taxpayer must be entitled to the
dependency exemption.
idltlonal information (obtainable from the
sponsible agency - see below):
• Circular E (Supplement), Publication IS,
Employer's Tax Guide.
• Federal Register. Vol. 46, No. 21. February
2. 1981, page 10148.
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Responsible agency:
Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service
Washington, D.C. 20224
Local offices can be found in the telephone direc-
tory under:
U.S. Government
Internal Revenue Service
AGRICULTURAL HAZARD COMMUNICATION ACT - TEXAS
(Right to Know)
The Agricultural Hazard Communication (Right
to Know) Act of 1987 was enacted to provide fann
operators and agricultural workers with informa-
tion about hazardous chemicals that they will
work with. The major objective is to provide
better information about working safely with
chemicals.
Who must comply:
Agricultural employers who themselves or
through labor agents hire migrant or seasonal
workers and whose gross annual payroll for those
workers is $15.000 or more and who annually
use or store 55 gallons or 500 pounds of any
pesticide: agricultural employers who themselves
or through labor agents hire permanent agricul-
tural workers (other than migrant or seasonal
workers) whose gross annual payroll is $50.000
or more and who annually use or store 55 gallons
or 500 pounds ofany pesticide: agricultural work-
ers who plant. cultivate. harvest or handle an
agricultural or horticultural commodity in its
unmanufactured state or who handle a chemical
covered by this law: and other entities which
normally store pesticides in an amount in excess
of 55 gallons or 500 pounds are subject to the
Emergency Reporting Requirement. An agricul-
tural laborer is a person who plants. cultivates.
harvests or handles an agricultural commodity.
and this includes a laborer who handles chemi-
cals covered by this Act.
Responsibilities:
Agricultural employers will be responsible for
collecting. storing and making available to agri-
cultural workers information about pesticide use.
The law requires agricultural employers to:
1) Provide workers with relevant crop sheets
and ensure that they are read aloud to
workers at least once each work season:
2) Inform workers about relevant pesticide re-
entry intervals:
3) Maintain Workplace Chemical Lists and
Material SafetyData Sheets and make these
available to workers or their designated
representatives. upon request: '
4) Provide other basic health and safety infor-
mation. approved by the Texas Department
ofAgriculture. to their workers on the first
payday of each work season: and
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5) Provide emergency infonnation to their work-
ers. local fire chiefs. medical personnel and
designated farrnworker representatives. upon
request.
Crop Sheets:
The Texas Department of Agriculture (IDA).
in coordination with the Texas Agricultural Ex-
tension SeIVice (TAEX). is developing crop sheets
for all major Texas crops. The crop sheets will be
in Spanish and English and will contain:
1) A list of the most commonly used pesti-
cides:
2) The months of pesticide application;
3) The re-entry interval or length of time that
farmers are required to wait before allowing
workers to enter a pesticide-treated field:
4) The acute or short-term symptoms ofpesti-
cide exposures. as well as their chronic or
long-term health effects:
5) A summary of agricultural workers' rights
under the law:
6) Emergency procedures for pesticide poi-
soning:
7) Summary of basic safety measures to pre-
vent pesticide poisoning:
8) Information about the availability ofMate-
rial Safety Data Sheets and Workplace
Chemical lists:
9) Information about training programs to be
provided statewide by IDA and TAEX;
10) A space for the name and phone number of
the employer to be contacted for more infor-
mation.
Copies of the crop sheets will be provided by
IDA or TAEX to agricultural employers for repro-
duction and distribution to workeJ;S in their em-
ployment. The sheets will be updat¢d periodically
to reflect changes in use patterns and health
status.
Workplace Chemical Usts:
The Workplace Chemical List is a form pro-
vided to agricultural employers by IDA and is to
be used for recording information about the pes-
ticides used or stored in the workplace. The em-
ployer shall maintain one form for each crop and
keep records annually for chemicals in excess of
55 gallons or 500 pounds used or stored in the
rorkplace. The following information is to be
lcluded on the Workplace Chemical List:
1) Employer's name, address and othermeans
of identification:
2) Name of crop:
3) Date of each pesticide application:
4) Product name of pesticide:
5) Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
registration number from the label:
6) Location(s) or site(s) treated:
7) Number of acres treated:
8) An estimate of the total quantity of pesti-
cide used: and
9) Location of pesticide storage area.
The law requires that the lists be updated
~gularlyor at least annually and shall be main-
lined by the employer for 30 years. As of Janu-
ry, 1989, employers may alternatively file these
sts with IDA, which shall store the data and
lake them available upon request.
[aterlal Safety Data Sheets:
A Material Safety Data Sheet is a document
13t specifically identifies the chemical and its
19redients and gives health, safety and emer-
~ncy information about the pesticide. Material
afety Data Sheets are provided by chemical
lanufacturers and distributors to purchasers in
ie state. The employer must keep a Material
afety Data Sheet on file for each pesticide pur-
lased.
mergency Reporting Requirement:
This clause applies to persons or entities
hich normally store more than 55 gallons or
)Q pounds of pesticides at a location within 1/4
dIe of a residential area. Those covered by this
ause are reqUired to notify their local fire chief
. the name(s) and phone number(s) of respon-
ble person(s) who can be contacted for further
formation. Upon request by the fire chief, they
lUst:
1) Provide copies of the Workplace Chemical
Lists and Material Safety Data Sheets: and
2) Allow inspection of the storage area.
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Agricultural Workers Rights:
Agricultural workers are entitled to:
1) Receive copies of crop sheets and to have
this information read to them by the agri-
cultural employers or their representatives:
2) Have access to Material Safety Data Sheets
and Workplace Chemical Lists, upon re-
quest:
3) Be informed of the last and future dates of
pesticide applications and applicable re-
entry periods:
4) Be provided with other basic health and
safety information. as approved by IDA:
5) Contact IDA to report suspected violations
ofthis law without fear ofretaliation or any
disciplinary action and to request anonym-
ity. when necessary: and
6) Designate a representative to act on their
behalf.
Designated Representatives:
A designated representative is an individual
oran organizationto whom an agriculturalworker
gives written authorization to exercise the worker's
rights under this law. A designated union repre-
sentative is not reqUired to have written authori-
zation.
Legal Ramlflcations:
Upon receiving a complaint. the Texas De-
partment of Agriculture will begin an investiga-
tion within 90 days.
a) Employers who knowingly disclose false
information or negligently fail to disclose
a hazard are subject to a civil penalty of not
more than $5.000 per violation.
b) Employers who cause an injwy to an indi-
vidual by knowingly disclosing false haz-
ard information or knowingly failing to
disclose hazard information are subject to
a criminal fine of not more than $25.000.
Responsible agency:
Texas Department of Agriculture
P. O. Box 12847
Austin. Texas 78711
(512) 475-4457
HAZARD COMMUNICATION STANDARD - FEDERAL
The Hazard Communication Standard is a
Federal law that is regulated by the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). The
HCS was enacted to infonn manufacturers and
the non-manufacturing sector of employers and
employees ofthe dangers of hazardous chemicals
in the workplace. This Act also preempts any
state law dealing with the subject unless the
state law is federally approved.
Who must comply:
Manufacturers. importers and employers of
employees in the non-manufactUring sector are
required to follow these regulations in this Act.
ResponsibiHtles:
1) Manufacturers and the non-manufactur-
ing sector are to infonn the employees ofthe
hazards of working with and using hazard
ous chemicals in the workplace.
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2) These businesses are to educate and train
their employees in the correct handling and
use of the chemicals.
3) Labels are to be put on hazardous chemi-
cals and be pennanently affixed.
4) Material Safety Data sheets are to be cre-
ated and kept for hazardous chemicals in
the workplace. These sheets are to be up to
date and available at all times.
5) Infonnation of hazardous chemicals must
be submitted to state and local government
officials.
Responsible agency:
Department of Labor
Infonnation and Consumer Affairs
Occupational and Health Administration
200 Constitution Avenue. N.W.
Washington. DC 20210
(202) 523-8151
MIGRANT LABOR HOUSING REGULATIONS
Texas fann employers providing temporary
~ousingfor migrant fann workers potentially face
lhree sets of housing regulations:
1. Agricultural labor camp regulations adminis-
tered by the Texas Department of Health.
2. Federal regulations administered through
the United States Department of Labor by
the Texas Employment Commission.
3. Occupational Safetyand HealthAct (OSHA)
temporary laborcamp regulations adminis-
tered by the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration.
These regulations are similar, but there are
some important variations in housing require-
ments and enforcement responsibilities. There-
fore, fann employers and employees need to be
familiar with the three sets of regulations and
variations in inspection requirements.
Migrant Labor Housing Facility Act
bjectlve:
The objective of these state regulations is to
sure that migrant fann workers have ade-
luate, safe, sanitary and healthful housing facili-
Les during the time they are employed in Texas.
;overage:
Any agricultural employer who operates an
ricultural labor camp in Texas is covered by
ate regulations. For practical purposes, a farm
ployer has an agricultural labor camp if he is
roviding free or rental housing to two or more
asonal, temporary, migrant families or three or
ore seasonal, temporary, migrant workers and
heir accompanying dependents for more than 3
ays. To illustrate, one family of four workers
~ in a building on the employer's fann would
ot constitute an agricultural labor camp. Four
orkers not in the same family living on the fann
ould constitute a camp. Two families of two
orkers each would also constitute a camp.
mployer Provisions:
Each agricultural employer must obtain a
ense to operate his labor camp. Application
r the license shall be made to the State Commis-
oner of Health. This application shall be made
[) the department at least 45 days prior to and not
ore than 60 days before intended operation of
e facility. The application shall state ownership
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and location of proposed labor housing facility.
The application shall be accompanied by a license
fee not exceeding $100.
An inspection will be made within 30 days
of the receipt of the application and fee. If the
housing facility meets the reasonable minimum
standards ofconstruction, sanitation, equipment
and operation required by the rules of this Act,
a permanent license is entered. Unless otherwise
revoked the license is good for 1 year. It is not
transferable. Renewal shall be made not less
than 30 days prior to expiration.
If the migrant labor housing facility does not
pass inspection, the department shall give notice
to the applicant ofthe reason whythe housing fa-
cility does not meet the standards. The applicant
may request the department to reinspect the
housing facility within 60 days of the notice.
However, if the facility does not meet the stan-
dards upon reinspection, a new application must
be filed with the department.
Licenses may be suspended or revoked by the
department for violation of any of the provisions
of this Act.
The regulations allow investigations of the
housing facility by representatives of the health
department upon proper notice. Investigations
are to be made at reasonable hours to investigate
whether provisions of the act have been or are
being violated.
Violations of this Act shall be subject to civil
penalty of $200 for each day of the violation. A
district court injunction may be obtained to re-
strain any person from operating a housing facil-
ity found in violation of this Act.
Responsible agency:
Texas Department of Health
General Sanitation Division
1100 West 49th Street
Austin, Texas 78756-3199
Employee Provisions:
Employees who vandalize, misuse or violate
applicable regulations are subject to a maximum
fine of$25 or ajail sentence not to exceed 10 days
or both.
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Responsible agency:
The Texas Department of Health is respon-
sible for the administration of the agricultural
labor camp provisions of the Texas Code. Pennit
applications must be ffied with the Texas Depart-
ment of Health. Facilities inspections are per-
formed by the department's regional offices in
the respective areas of coverage.
Texas Department of Health
General Sanitation Division
1100 West 29th Street
Austin, Texas 78756
FARM LABOR CAMPS-TEMPORARY-FEDERAL
There are currently two laws which could
apply to fann labor camps. The older is the hous-
ing standards law administered by the U.S. De-
partment of Labor, Employment andTrainingAd-
ministration (ETA)(20 CFR part 654). The second
federal law dealing with temporary fann labor
housing was passed in 1970 and is administered
by the U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)(29
CFR part 1910.142).
Who must comply:
Employers who house one or more farm
workers and use the Texas Employment Com-
mision to obtain workers from outside the local
area must comply with either the ETA or OSHA
standards. depending upon when the housing
was constructed. Temporary farm labor housing
constructed afterApril 3. 1980 must comply with
OSHA standards. Farm labor housingbuilt to the
earlier, less restrictive ETA standards may be
operated under these standards until the hous-
ing undergoes major modifications.
Employers who house one or more temporary
fann workers but do not use the Employment
Service to obtain workers from outside the local
area must comply with OSHA (or ETA ifit is older
housing) standards if the use of such housing is
a ·condition ofemployment" or ofpractical neces-
sity. Differences between OSHA and growers
develop when the grower does not use the Em-
ployment SeIVice and does not require the
employees to live in his housing as a "condition of
employment." OSHA contends that any grower
who houses temporary farm workers is subject
to OSHAinspections and must complywith either
OSHA or ETA standards, depending on when the
housing was constructed. Farm employers, on
the other hand. contend that since the Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Act is restricted to the
·work place: they are not subject to OSHA in-
spections if they do not require their employees
to live in their housing as a "condition of
employment." This issue has not been resolved
and consequently farm employers may be sub-
jected to inspection from both agencies if they
use the Texas Employment Commission.
Inspections:
Agricultural employers using the interstate
worker recruitment seIVice ofthe Texas Employ-
ment Commission must have their housing in-
spected and approved prior to the completion of
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the application for workers. It is possible for an
order to be conditionally processed without ap-
proval of the labor camp if the discrepancies are
of a minor nature. the employer gives assurance
that the camp will be in compliance 45 days
before expected occupancy and the employer was
in compliance the previousyear. Ifthe camp is not
in compliance by the deadline date, the order for
workers is removed from interstate clearance and
cannot be processed until the camp is in compli-
ance.
OSHA inspections of temporary farm worker
housing is on a post-occupancy basis. There is
no licensing procedure under OSHA regulations.
Inspections are generally made in response to
employee complaints, following a report of a
fatality or injury and on a random basis. Consid-
erable litigation has resulted from growers deny-
ing inspection officers access to their facilities
without a search warrant. The courts have gen-
erally held that employers can deny access to the
work place ifthe inspector does not have a search
warrant. In a parallel vein, the courts have held
that the Secretary of Labor or his agent can
obtain a search warrant to inspect work places
and in October 1980 regulations were issued
which authorize the Secretary of Labor to seek
search warrants without the knowledge of the
employer.
Recently the three U.S. Department of Labor
Agencies responsible for housing standards en-
forcement agreed on a plan for coo~dinating their
inspections of migrant labor housing facilities.
Under the agreement ETA (Employment and
Training Administration), through state employ-
ment service agencies, will continue to conduct
pre-occupancy inspections of facilities on fanns
which it supplies with workers. ESA (Employ-
ment Standards Administration) will inspect
facilities owned or operated by crew leaders
which have not already been inspected by ETA.
OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Admini-
stration) will inspect those camps not covered by
the other two agencies. OSHA will continue to
inspect camps on a post-occupancy basis where
injuries, deaths or complaints occur. The stan-
dards used (ETA or OSHA) by any of these agen-
cies will depend on when the housing was
constructed or whether it has been substant1ally
modified. The U.S. Employment Service has prom-
ulgated lengthy rules to gUide its personnel in
determining what constitutes major modification
indeterminingwhen "old" houstngbecomes "new"
housing and comes under OSHA standards.
Employers must:
Meet minimum federal. state and local hous-
ing standards. ETA and OSHA standards specify
requirements for:
1) Housing site.
2) Shelter and housing.
3) Water supply.
4) ToUet facUities.
5) Sewage disposal.
6) Laundry, handwashing and bathingfacili-
ties.
7) Electrical lighting.
8) Refuse and garbage disposal.
9) Cooking and eating facilities.
10) Screening, insect and rodent control.
11) Fire, safety and first aid facilities.
12) Reporting of communicable diseases.
Related information:
• Part 620 - Housing for Agricultural Work-
ers, Federal Register, October 31, 1968.
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• Part 620 - Housing for Agricultural Work-
ers. 3095. Federal Register. January 21,
1976. .
• General Industry. OSHA Safety and Health
Standards (29 CFR 1910), OSHA 2206
(Rev. January 1976), U.S. Department of
Labor, Occupational Safety and HealthAd-
ministration. pages 248-251.
• Safety and Health Standards for Agricul-
ture, U.S. Department of Labor, Occupa-
tional and Safety Administration, 1971.
Responsible agency:
U.S. Department of Labor
Occupational Safety and Health Administra-
tion (OSHA)
Employment and Training Administration (ETA)
Employment StandardsAdministration (ESA)
Area and field offices:
For OSHA offices. see OSHA section.
OSHA TEMPORARY LABOR CAMP REGULATIONS
Objective:
The general purpose of the Occupational
Safety and Health Act is to ensure, as far as
possible, evety working man and woman in the
nation safe and healthful working conditions
and to preserve our human resources. The OSHA
labor camp regulations are part of OSHA's effort
consistent with the Act's general purpose.
Coverage:
Temporary labor camps of farm employers
with 11 or more employees are subject to OSHA
regulations. There is no licensing procedure
under OSHA regulations. Labor camp inspec-
tions are made in response to employee com-
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plaints. following a report of a fatality and on a
random basis.
Employer Provisions:
An agrtculturallabor camp must be main-
tained in a condition that satisfies the minimum
requirements of.osHA Standard 1910.142.
It is the duty of the camp operator to report
immediately to the local health officer the name
and address of any person known to have or
suspected of having a communicable disease.
Employee Provisions:
There are no provisions specifically for em-
ployees.
STANDARD FOR SANITATION AT TEMPORARY PLACES OF EMPLOYMENT
The purpose ofthis Act is to set standards for
the protection of the employee and public wel-
fare. This Act also provides for sanitary facilities
at temporary places of employment. These
facilities are for the dispensing ofdrinking water,
washing the hands, collecting refuse or elimi-
nating body wastes.
Who must comply:
Any employer who employs two or more
persons directly or indirectly in work that is
perfonned in the field away from a pennanent
structure is considered a temporary place of em-
ployment.
Employer Responsibility:
1) Each employer shall provide and maintain
sanitary facilities at any temporary work
place.
2) Where employees of more than one em-
ployer work at a temporary place ofemploy-
ment it is the responsibility of each em-
ployer to furnish sanitary facilities for these
employees.
3) The sanitary facilities are provided at no
cost to employees.
4) Employers are to inConn employees of the
location of the sanitary facilities.
5) Employers with six or fewer employees on
any work day can arrange for transporta-
tion to toilet and handwashing facilities in-
stead ofproviding temporary facilities. Nearby
facilities must meet minimum sanitary stan-
dards and be accessible for employee use.
6) Potable drinking water, SUitably cool and
in sufficient amounts, must be readily ac-
cessible to all employees.
7) One toilet and a handwashing facility must
be provided for each 20 employees. These
facilities must be located within a 1/4-mile
walk or at the closest point of vehicular
access. Such facilities are not required for
employees who do field work for 3 hours or
less each day.
8) Facilities must be maintained in accor-
dance with public health sanitation prac-
tices, including upkeep of water quality
through daily change or as often as needed,
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keeping toilets clean, and keeping potable
water clean and sanitary.
9) The employer must inConn the employee of
the relevant health hazards in the field and
the practices necessary to IlliniInize exp0-
sure to them.
Employees are to make proper use of the
sanitary facilities that are provided to them.
Each temporary work site should be kept
clean and free of obstructions and have proper
waste collection and disposal operations, along
with proper lighting and ventilation in the sani-
tary facilities. Employers should also supply
adequate amounts of drinking water for the em-
ployees and have it clearly marked as such.
This Act requires that employers supply
toilet facilities or access to facilities for the
employees. At the work site, the toilet facilities
can be portable or fixed at a location. Where both
sexes are employed, these shall be separate toilet
facilities. At the work site with 15 employees or
fewer, there should be at least one toilet for both
men and women. As the number of employees
increases, the number of toilet facilities should
increase to a proportionate number. These facili-
ties should always be kept sanitary.
At temporary work sites where employees are
pennitted to eat lunch, employers shall provide
or designate an area for that purpose. At this site.
an adequate number of containers shall be pro-
vided for the disposal of all waste products.
Penalties:
An offense under this Act can either be a mis-
demeanor or a civil penalty. A misdemeanor is
pUnishable by a fine of not less than $10 or more
than $200 for each violation and for each day the
violation continues. If the defendant has previ-
ously violated these statutes the fine shall not be
less than $10 and not more than $1,000.
Responsible agency:
Texas Department of Health
1100 West 49th Street
Austln,Texas 78756-3199
(512) 458-7111
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ACT - (OSHA) - FEDERAL
Who must comply:
Aside from the exemptions discussed below,
any employer of one or more workers engaged in
a business that affects interstate commerce must
comply with OSHA regulations. This Act, how-
ever, does not apply to members of a rancher's or
fanner's family who work for him. Annual exemp-
tions from all rules, regulations, orders or stan-
dards issued or prescribed under the Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Act of 1970 have been
provided for certain farmers since 1976.
Farming operations employing 10 or fewer
employees dUring the previous 12 months are
exempted if they do not maintain a migrant labor
camp. This exemption is not a part of the OSHA
law but has been renewed annually as part of the
OSHA funding authorization by Congress. Em-
ployers should check with the area OSHA office
to determine if the exemption is in force for the
current year.
Farm employers with 11 or more employees
are generally exempt from civil penalties for non-
serious, first-instance violations unless 10 or
more violations are found on any single inspec-
tion. Again, this limitation does not apply to em-
ployers who operate migrant labor camps.
Employers of 10 or fewer employees will not
be assessed penalties for non-serious violations
if the employer has:
1) voluntarily requested consultation under
an approved program or approved private
consultant,
2) had the consultant examine the condition
cited, and
3) made or is making a good faith effort to
eliminate the hazard.
All employers must:
• Inform employees of safety regulations and
display prescribed posters in a place where
employees will see them.
• Report any accident which results in one or
more deaths or in hospitalization offive or
more employees. This report must be made
within 48 hours. (Also see reporting re-
quirements under Worker's Compensation.)
• Maintain a log of occupational injuries
and illnesses and make reports ifselected
to participate in a OSHA survey of injuries
and illnesses.
Employers of 11 or more workers must:
• Keep required records of occupational in-
juries and illnesses.
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• Display in a prominent place the Log and
Summary of Occupational Injuries and 111-
nesses, OSHA Form No. 200, dUring Febru-
ary of each year.
• Comply with the general duty clause on
providing a work place free from recog-
nized hazards and comply with the specific
agricultural standards for:
1) Slow moving vehicle emblems.
2) Logging and pulpwood operations.
3) Roll-over protection structures (ROPS)
and seatbelts on certain tractors.
4) Temporary labor camps.
5) Storing and handling anhydrous annno-
ma.
6) Guarding of farm machinery.
7) Retaining all records for a period of 5
years.
Employee must:
Each employee must comply with all safety
and health regulations which are applicable to his
own actions and conduct. He must obey all rules,
regulations and safety procedures required by his
employer to comply with the law, including par-
ticipation in safety training and certifying that he
has received such training. The employee is not
subject to fines for noncompliance as is his em-
ployer: however, repeated failure to observe rec-
ommended safety procedures or use provided
safety equipment is grounds for dismissal when
properly documented.
Training:
Employee training is required under certain of
the standards applicable to agriculture.
• General:
1) The employer shall ensure the ready
availability of medical persons for ad-
vice and consultationonmatters ofwork-
place health.
2) In the absence of an infirmary, clinic or
hospital in near proximity to the work
place which is used for the treatment of
all injured employees, a person or
persons shall be adequately trained to
render first aid. First aid supplies
approved by the consulting physician
shall be readily available.
• Temporary Labor Camps:
1) Adequate first aid facilities approved by a
health authority shall be maintained and
made available in every labor camp for
emergency treatment of injured pesons.
2) Persons in charge of such facilities shall
be trained to administer first aid and
shall be readily accessible for use at all
Urnes.
• Tractor Roll-Over Protective Structures
(ROPS):
EvelY employee who operates an agricul-
tural tractor shall be informed ofthe operat-
ing practices listed below.
1) Securely fasten your seat belt if the trac-
tor has a ROPS.
2) Where possible, avoid operating the trac-
tor near ditches, embanlanents and holes.
3) Reduce speed when tUrning, crossing
slopes, and on rough, slick or muddy
surfaces.
4) Stay off slopes too steep for safe opera-
tion.
5) Watch where you are golng, especially
at row ends, on roads and around trees.
6) Do not permit others to ride.
7) Operate the tractor smoothly - no jerky
turns, starts or stops.
8) Hitch only to the drawbar and hitch
points recommended by tractormanu-
facturers.
• Guarding the Farm Equipment:
At the Urne of initial assignment and at
least annually thereafter, the employer
shall instruct eveIY employee in the safe op-
eration and servicing of all covered equip-
ment with which he is orwill be involved, in-
cluding at least the follOwing safe operating
practices:
1) Keep all guards in place when the ma-
chine is in operation.
2) Permit no riders on farm field equipment
other than persons required for instruc-
tions or assistance in machine operation.
3) Stop engine, disconnect the power SQUIre.
and wait for all machine movement to
stop before servicing. adjusting. cleaning
or unclogging the equipment except
where the machine must be running to
be properly serviced or maintained, in
which case the employer shall instruct
employees as to all steps and procedures
which are necessaty to safely service or
maintain the equipment.
4) Make sure eveIYone is clear of machin-
elY before starting the engine. engaging
power or operating the machine.
5) Lock out electrical power before perform-
ing maintenance or service on farmstead
equipment.
It is suggested that records be kept of all
safety and health training. The records should
include exactly what was covered. when the train-
ing was provided and the signature of the em-
ployee acknowledging that he has received the
training.
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Inspections:
Ordinarily OSHA Compliance Safety and
Health Officers (CSHO) will be admitted to the
workplace upon request. However, if for some
reason the employer chooses to deny entry, the
CSHO must obtain a searchwarrant showing due
cause for the inspection in order to obtain entry.
Recent regulations issued by the Secretary of
Labor permit a CSHO to seek a search warrant
prior to being denied access to the workplace
and in some cases to seekg~ warrants. i.e.,
without the knowledge ofthe employer. Employ-
ers are not required to pay employees for the time
spent accompanying a CSHO on walkaround
inspections.
Additional information (obtainable from the
responsible agency - see below):
• OSHA 2001. The Occupational Safety and
Health Act of 1970, P.L.91-596.
• OSHA 2069, Ley De Seguridad Y Salud
Ocupacionales De 1970, P.L.91-596.
• OSHA 2203. (Poster) Job Safety and Health
Protection.
• OSHA 2202, (Poster) Segurtdad Y Proteccion
De La Salud En EI Trabajo.
• BLS Report 421-2, What EveIYEmployer
Needs to Know About OSHA Recordkeep-
ing.
• BLS Recordkeeping Requirements under
the Occupational Safety and Health Act of
1970.
• OSHA 2209, OSHA Handbook for Small
Businesses.
• OSHA 2056, All About OSHA.
• OSHA 2098, OSHA Inspections.
• OSHA 2253, Workers Rights Under OSHA.
• OSHA 2210, EI Empleado Y OSHA.
• OSHA2227, Essentials ofMachinery Guard
ing.
• OSHA 2237, Handling Hazardous Materi-
als.
• OSHA 2256, Guarding of Farm Field And
Farmstead Equipment and Cotton Gins.
• Order No. 008923, (Fihn) Hand Signals for
Agriculture.
• OSHA 2297, OSHA Requirements for Agri-
cultural Machines Guarding Standards.
(Audio-Slide Set).
Responsible agency (administration and en-
forcement):
U.S. Department of Labor
Occupational Safety and Health Administra-
tion
Washington. DC 20250
MOTOR CARRIER REGULATIONS - FEDERAL
The Federal Motor Carrier SafetyRegulations
provide detailed safety regulations for motor
vehicles and drivers of motor vehicles. There are
two parts to the regulations which are relevant to
agriculture. The first deals with drivers of farm
trucks and the second deals with vehicles and
drivers used in transporting migrant farm work-
ers.
Drivers of Farm Trucks
emptlons:
In general. any person 18 years old or older who
operates a farm vehicle is exempt from certain
provisions of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Regulations if:
1. The gross weight of the farm vehicle is
10.000 pounds or less.
2. The gross weight of the farm vehicle is over
10.000 pounds but the vehicle is operated
within 150 miles of the farm.
3. The vehicle is transporting machinery or
supplies to or from a farm for custom
harvesting or transporting custom harvest
crops from the farm to storage or market.
4. The vehicle is used by a beekeeper engaged
in the seasonal transportation of bees.
These exemptions generally apply to such things
as:
1. Age
2. Listing of violations
3. Certificate of driver's road test
4. Written examination
5. Application for employment
6. Background inquiries
7. Medical examination
8. Maintenance of records
nera! Requirements:
Aside from these exemptions a driver ofa farm
hide must meet the physical requirements
d comply with all other provisions of the
eral Motor Carrier Safety Regulations. For ex-
pIe. a person cannot drive a farm vehicle if hel
has lost a foot. a leg. a hand or an arm unless
/she has been granted a waiver. A person
ot have any impairment of a hand or finger
ch interferes with prehension or power
sping. or an arm. foot or leg which interferes
the ability to perform normal tasks associ-
ed with operating a motor vehicle. A driver of
fann vehicle cannot have diabetes. cardiovas-
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cular disease. respiratory dysfunction. high blood
pressure. arthritis or rheumatism or epilepsy likely
to interfere with the ability to control or drive a
motor vehicle safely.
The driver of a farm vehicle must have visual
acuity of at least 20/40 with corrective lenses
and not be color blind. Hearing must not be
significantly diminished and the person cannot
be addicted to habit forming drugs or alcohol.
Related information:
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations.
C.F.R.• Title 49. Chapter III. Subchapter B. Part
390. 391. U.S. Department of Transportation
Federal Highway AdmJnistration. Bureau of Motor
Carrier Safety. October 31. 1979.
Transportation of Migrant Farm Workers
Regulations governing the transportation of
migrant farm workers apply to all vehicles except
common carriers. passenger automobiles and
station wagons. These regulations are applicable
only in the case of transportation of any migrant
farm worker for a total distance of more than 75
miles and then only if such transportation is
across a state line. Amigrant worker transportlrig
himself and his immediate family is not affected.
These regulations are not oriented directly to
employers ofmigrant farm workers. Rather. com-
pliance is reqUired of the person or business
responsible for the transportation ofthe workers.
This could include a crew chief who transports
migrant workers. or an owner of a truck who
transports a group ofmigrants. It does not apply
to a farmer who will be the employer of migrant
farm workers after their arrival in the state. if the
employer is not responsible for transporting the
workers. Simply sending money to migrants to
finance their travel to the place of employment
does not make an employer the transporter ofthe
migrants for purposes of these regulations.
The regulations contain provisions setting
forth the qualifications of drivers or operators.
the driving of motor vehicles. parts. accessories
necessary for safe operation. hours of service by
drivers. maximum driving time and inspection
and maintenance of motor vehicles.
Operator Quallflcattons:
The regulations on the qualifications of drivers
provide that no person shall drive any motor
vehicle carrying migrant farm workers unless hel
she meets the following minimum qualifications:
1. Be 21 years of age or older.
2. Have no mental, neIVOUS, organic or func-
tional diseases likely to interfere with safe
driving.
3. Have no loss offoot, leg, hand or arm.
4. Have no loss of fingers, impairment of the
use of foot, leg. hand or arm likely to inter-
fere with safe driving.
5. Have visual acuity of at least 20/40 cor-
rected.
6. Have hearing of not less than 10/20 in one
ear.
7. Not be addicted to the use of narcotics or
habit forming drugs, or the excess use of
alcoholic beverages or liquors.
8. Have a physical examination by a licensed
doctor of medicine or osteopathy at least
every 36 months and carry a certificate of
physical examination at all times.
9. Read and speak English.
10. Possess a valid driving permit applicable to
the type of vehicle being driven.
Operator regulations:
Regulations governing the driving of the mo-
tor vehicles carrying migrant farm workers in-
clude:
1. Driving rules to be obeyed
2. Driving while ill or fatigued
3.PUcoholicbeverages
4. Schedules to conform to speed limit
5. Equipment and emergency devices
6. Safe loading
a. Distribution and securing of load
b. Doors. tarpaulins. tailgates and other
equipment
c. Interference with driver
d. Property on motor vehicle
e. Maximum passengers on motor vehicles
7. Rest and meal stops
8. Kinds of motor vehicles in which workers
may be transported
9. Lighting devices and reflectors
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10. Ignition of fuel precautions
11. Canying reseIVe fuel
12. Driving by unauthorized persons
13. Unattended vehicle precautions
14. Railroad grade crossings
Vehicle specifications:
The regulations also specify certain parts and
accessory requirements for vehicles used to trans-
port migrant farm workers as follows:
1. Lighting devices
2. Brakes
3. Coupling devices: fifth wheel mounting and
locking
4. Tires
5. Passenger compartment
a. Floors
b. Sides
c. Nails, screws, splinters
d. Seats
e. Protection from weather
f. Exit
g. Gate and doors
h. Ladders and steps
1. Hand holds
j. Emergency exits
k. Communication with driver
6. Protection from cold, prohibited heaters:
a. Exhaust heaters
b. Unenclosed flame heaters
c. Heaters permitting fuel leakage
d. Heaters permitting air contamination
e. Heaters not securely fastened
Related information:
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations, C.F.R.
Title 49, Chapter III. Subchapter B, Part 398.
U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal
HighwayAdministration, Bureau ofMotor Carrier
Safety. October 31, 1979.
MOTOR CARRIER REGULATIONS - TEXAS
Coverage:
Any company or person who transports five
or more migrant workers to or from that work
place for a distance of more than 50 miles must
comply with detailed safety rules. These regula-
lions do not apply tftransportation is in a passen-
ger car or station wagon.
Provisions:
The regulations specify detailed driver and
vehicle requirements. Briefly. the regulations
require the driver to: 1) carry a medical statement
certifying that he is in good physical condition; 2)
have a valid permit. have driving experience and
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knowledge of traffic rules; and 3) follow safe
driving practices including limitations on hours
of driving. Vehicles 1) must have proper lighting
and safety eqUipment; 2) must be in good safe
condition; and 3) must protect passengers from
the cold and rain.
At least every 6 hours passerigers should be
given a meal stop of at least 30 minutes. There
must be a minimum ofone rest stop between meal
stops.
More complete details on the above items
may be obtained from the Texas Department of
Public Safety. Austin. Texas 78773. who is
responsible for enforcement of the state regula-
tions.
HUMAN RIGHTS - DISCRIMINATION - FEDERAL
It is increasingly important that agricultural
employers be fully aware ofstate and federal laws
dealing with all forms of discrimination. Laws
have become more stringent and enforcement ac-
tivities, both federal and state, have been stepped
up. More importantly. individuals, particularly
minorities and women. are more aware of their
rights and the availability of assistance under
federal and state discr1m1nation laws. The amount
of litigation in this area has increased dramati-
cally in recent years. The number of discrimina-
tion complaints and amount of litigation tends to
increase when collective bargaining organizing
efforts are undelWay.
While the courts have iriterpreted the Na-
tional Labor Relations Act to prohibit racial
discrimination, agriculture is excluded from the
provisions of this law. In general. however.
human rights in agriculture are dealt with in
three basic federal laws and apply to most but not
all farm employers.
Civil Rights Act of 1964:
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as
amended, prohibits discrimination on the basis
of race, color, religion, sex and national origin.
Employers may never discriminate on the basis
ofrace or color. Employers maydiscriminate on
the basis of religion, sex or national origin if it is
a bona fide occupational qualification (BFOQ).
Use of this aspect of the law by employers is
fraught with risks and should be used carefully.
The employer has the burden of proof to show
that this kind ofjob requirement is essential for
the normal operation of the business. For ex-
ample. a job requiring heavy lift1ng may be
difficult for many women. But if some women can
do it, it is not essential to make it ajob for men
only. Rather the job description should describe
in detail what must be lifted, and all applicants or
promotion candidates should be questioned about
their ability to do the lifting.
The Civil Ri~hts Act of 1964 applies only to
emplQyers with 15 or more employees in at least
20 calendar weeks Qf the current Qr precedin~
~. Under this law, when discrimination has
been established. the courts are authorized to
grant broadjudicial relief. Intent (to discriminate)
can be inferred from the totality ofcircumstances,
te., employer may not have intended to discrimi-
nate but carelessness in personnel practices and
lack of understanding of the law may have re-
sulted in actual discrimination. Hence. lack of
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familiarity with the law may not be an adequate
defense.
In the hiring process care should be taken in
the questions asked on an employment applica-
tion form: in the interview. questions which have
a "disparate" impact on minorities orwomen may
not be asked. For example. certain pre-employ-
ment questions are illegal, regardless ofwhether
they are verbal or on a written application fonn.
As a general rule. what is not job related is likely
to be illegal. Examples are as follows:
1. "Are you a U.S. citizen?" (Better to ask:"Oo
you have the legal right to work in this
country?" Proofmay be requested after hir-
ing.)
2. "What is your age?" (Better to ask: "Ifhired.
can you give proofof age or a work permit?1
3. "Do you have any physical disabilities?"
(Better to ask: "Do you have any physical
condition that may limit your ability to do
this job?" The hiring may be contingent
on the passing of a physical examination
paid for by the employer.)
4. "Are you married?" "With whom do you
live?" (Better to ask nothing. Minors may
be asked parents' address).
5. "Have you ever been arrested?" (Better to
ask: "Have you ever been convicted of a
crime. and what are the circumstances?1
Equal Pay Act of 1963:
The Equal PayAct of 1963 which amends the
Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, was enacted
for the purpose of correcting "Wage differentials
based on sex." The act requires equal pay for
both sexes for jobs requiring substantially equal
skill. effort and responsibility, and for jobs which
have similar working conditions. The job or
working condition comparisons usually only apply
to one establishment or plant, even ifan employer
has similar, multiple plants or establishments.
Violations of this act are cured by raising the
wages of the lower paid employee to that of the
higher paid. Criminal penalties may be imposed
for willful and flagrant violations.
The Equal Pay Act Qf 1963 applies tQ farm
workers and prQhibits wa~e discrimination on
the basis ofsex when employees are subject tQ the
minimum wa~e provisions ofthe act. Exceptions
are permitted when wages are based on:
(1) a seniority system. (2) a merit system, or (3)
a system which measures earnings by quantity
or quality of production.
Related information:
• Section 6(d) Fair Labor Standards Act of
1938. as amended. 29 U.S.C. 201. et seg.
• Title 29 Code of Federal Regulations. Part
800.
Age Discrimination InEmploymentAct of 1967:
This act prohibits emplQYers with 20 or more
rk r unn I w
Current or precedtn2 year from discriminating
against individuals aged 40 to 70, because of age.
ltlmatters ofhirtng, discharging, wages and terms,
onditions or privileges of employment.
The law prohibits any statements in advertise-
ents which indicate any preference. limitations.
pecifications or discrimination on the basis of
e. For example. you are not pennitted to use
uch phrases as "age 25 to 35," "young," "boy,"
"girl," or others of similar nature.. Such phrases
s "age 40 to 50," "age over 65," "retired," or "sup-
plement your pension" are also prohibited since
they discriminate against others in the 40- to 70-
rear old group. The phrase "state age" is not, in
itself, a violation of the act. However, since it is
elt that such a phrase will tend to deter older
pplicants, its use will be carefully scrutinized to
ensure that such a request is for a lawful purpose.
e same reasoning should be followed when us-
~ similar phrases such as "give date ofbirth" on
an employment application.
The act does not prohibit specification of a
urn age below 40 in advertisements: i.e.,
must be 18 or over."
These are pennitted exceptions to the above
rules but they should be used with care. An
ception is permitted where age is a bona fide
occupational qualification (BFOQ) and is reasona-
ly necessary to the normal operation of the
articular business. TIlis exception is narrowly
onstrued and the burden of proofin establishing
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that Jt appl1es Is the responslbnJty of the em-
ployer.
The act provides that it shall not be unlawful
for an employer to take an action otherwise pro-
hibited where the differentiation is based on
reasonable factors other than age. No precise
definition is made of these other factors and the
burden of proof is on the employer.
If the results of a test are used as the basis
for differentiation and cannot be related to job
performance, it is unlawful. A vital factor in em-
ployee testing as it relates to the 40 to 70 age
group is the "test-sophistication" or "test-
wiseness" of the individual. Younger persons,
due to the increased use of tests in primary and
secondary schools in recent years, may have an
advantage over older applicants. A differentiation
based on the claim that it is more costly to employ
older persons is unlawful except for employee
benefit plans.
Enforcement:
Enforcement ofdiscrimination complaints is
handled by the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC). As part of the EEOC's en-
forcement apparatus, certain state and local
agencies are designated as deferral agencies for
discrimination complaints filed with EEOC. These
agencies are generally known as "706 agencies."
As a general rule, d1scriminatlon complaints must
be filed with a deferral agency if one is available.
Related Information:
• Eliminating Discrimination in Employment:
A Compelling National Priority, The U.S.
Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-
sion, July 1979.
• Laws Administered by EEOC, Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity C<mmission, Wash-
ington, DC, January 1981.
EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING IN AGRICULTURE
There are no Texas or federal laws controlling
or providing for collective bargaining by farm em-
ployers and employees. Agricultural employment
is specifically exempted from the provisions of
the National Labor Relations Act. This act and
its amendments establish the rules and proce-
dures for collective bargaining in industries other
than agriculture. The act does not make bar-
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gaining between fann employers and employees
illegal: it simply does not provide the rules and
procedures for such bargaining. The exemption
also excludes agriculture from the services of the
National Labor Relations Board.
Any collective bargaining regulations exist-
ing in other states through state laws (California
laws. for example) do not apply in Texas.
CONTRACT LABOR
at is Contract Labor?
The question has come up time and time
as it pertains to several areas of law and
ulations. Unfortunately, in Texas there is no
cut definition that can be used across the
. Each case is determined by indMdual
analysis.
However, one common theme that keeps sur-
ctng, whether it be in Workers' Compensation,
nemployment Compensation or for tax pur-
ses, is: Who has control and direction of the
rfonnance of the work? Ifyou. as a fanner or
her, retain that control and direction, more
likely the worker in question is your em-
loyee and a contract labor situation does not
t.
Criteria Used to Determine Emplgyee vs. Cgntract
r
A. The indMdual is normally held to be an
employee if:
1) The employer has the right to direct
and control the individual's perform-
ance, both as to results and as to means
and details of accomplishing the result.
The employer need not actually exercise
such control; it is enough if the employ-
er merely has the right to do so.
2) The employer has the right to discharge
the individual.
3) The employer furnishes the individual
tools or other implements, equipment,
etc. for doing his/her job.
4) The employer furnishes the individual
a place where the individual regularly
and nonnally works.
B. The indMdual will probably be held to be
performing contract labor if:
1) The laborer works ofIthe farmer's prem-
ises;
2) The laborer provides his own materials
and equipment;
3) The laborer can negotiate his own salary
and compensation;
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4) The laborer has to redo the work for no
additional compensation ifit is not prop-
erly performed;
5) The laborer is paid by the job and not by
the hour and submits a bill for work
done;
6) The laborer sets his own schedule;
7) The laborer advertises his services inde-
pendently. e.g., Yellow Pages advertise-
ments;
8) The laborer is free to work for other
entities;
9) The laborer in fact works for other busi-
nesses:
10) The laborer hires other individuals to
perform the work or assist him in per-
forming the work:
11) The laborer is free from supervision by
the fanner in the performance of the
laborer's work; and
12) The service the laborer performs is fairly
unrelated to the primary service of the
farmer's business.
If most of these common law factors listed
in B are answered affirmatively, more than
likely there is absence ofdirection and control of
the performance ofwork and a contract labor situ-
ation exists. The basic question is: Who Has
Right of Control?
Specific Jobs Considered Contract Labor May
Include:
1) Custom hcuvesters
2) Crop dusters
3) Sheep shearers
4) Veterinarians
5) Construction contractors
6) LaborAgentwho directs and controlsWork-
mans' Compensation.
7) Crew Leader who directs and controls un-
employment compensation.
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